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This document represents a summation of five years of sustained effort in the
development of an applied curriculum model, based upon an empirical design

using a systems science approach to elementary education. This document

represents the input and efforts of many people. The level of development and
the successful outcomes could never have been attained without their dedication

and assistance. However, the conclusions, remarks, and recommendations
contained in this report, while containing the flavor and ingredients provided by
many of the Project staff, teachers, para-professionals, .rents, administra-
tors, and community, are the sole an..: final responsibility of the Project
Director.
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PREFACE

In order to exact economies imposed by budgetary contraints, this document has
been organizea to serve several purposes. Rather than puolishing a final repor.
and a separate Project handbook, we have attempted to incorporate within this

document all the major features of both these instruments.

The information and data which forms the body of the final report also acts as the
conceptual model and data base for the Project Handbook. Again, because of cost
factors, there are other reports and products which are not included in this docu-
ment but are available in mimeograph form for those who are interested. For

the additional reports and working papers contact the Project Director.

To those who take time from their busy lives to read this document, please be
aware that the entire curriculum model, as proposed here, is less than half
completed. Further, we do not see this model as an Rx or panacea for the educa-
tional problems of urban children. However, we do have data, both from this

protect and a previous Title VI program, as well as from data in the current
educational literature, which strongly suggests tnat a "systems approach" is an
excellent overall cumulative strategy for organizing, delivering services to and
evaluating what goes on in a classroom. It is our intention, in using a systems
approach, to develop information and direction about the curriculum, based on an

empirical approach.

This approach emphasizes the importance of documenting instructional issues and

examining them empirically. Such an approach leads logically to criterion-refer-
enced testing, concept of skills mastery, and to organizational strategies which
emphasizes experimentation and revision based on data, information, behavior

analysis and observational techniques. We take the position that curriculum
development is an open-ended process of continual trial and improvement, ana

should emphasize formative evaluation. Those writ) take the more traditio-,a1

artistic approach tend to think of it in terms of writing curriculums with clear
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beginnings and ends and think of evaluation mainly in the summative sense. From
the empirical viewpoint an ideal curriculum gives unequivocal directions as to

how to make learning events happen in a classroom. These events, however, are
to be developed from experimentation, observation, control of the conditions of

learning and the application of educational technology in a systematic fashion.
In this document, the written curriculum turns out to be a report of procedures

that have actually been tried out. This approach implies close initial cooperation

between developers and teachers in a laboratory-classroom setting. Also, the

curriculum is developed in a very large sense upon the needs and styles of the
learner, as well as upon what the developers know from research: that the child
needs to learn, if he is expected to succeed in school and in the highly technolo-

gical society in which he is expected to adjust when he leaves school.

v
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TITLE III - 306

PROGRAM ABSTRACT

Design an applied diagnostic - prescriptive educational system for the learning

and educational difficulties of urban elementary pupils wich an emphasis on a
systems approach and models. Establish an early screening evaluation profile
for each pupil, to enable school personnel to predict the "basic skills" needs
of "high risk" pupils in the areas of learning and reading at the kindergarten
and first grade levels. To shift the basic concepts of all school related person-
nel, who deal with children, from a "pathology model" to a "success model '.

Design and implement educational models and strategies which will enable the

majority of children with educational difficulties to remain in a regular class-
room. Establish and apply a differential diagnostic - prescriptive curriculum
using a systems approach and an Information Processing Model as a basis for
a readiness for learning system. Design the entire program around a class-
room management system based upon a diagnostic prescriptive approach,
management by objectives, formative testing procedures, task analysis,
learning heirarchies, and mastery learning and process evaluation, within a
feedback model, as a basis for improving pupil outcomes and changing the

curriculum. This also includes the use of educational packages which have
been empirically tested, use of time-space in new ways, and the organization

of teachers, para-professionals and ancillary personnel in more effective
configurations necessa- to irrprove the learning and reading process. All of

the preceding processes and procedures should, whenever possible, be based
on data, controlled observation, research and cu.rent knowledge.
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INTRODUCTION

The cost of inadequate education is staggering. For each child released into the
world of work, without adequate preparation, the cost to society Is almost un-
measurable. A I ecent study was conducted by a Senate Committee under the
direction of Dr. Henry M. Levin of Stanuord University. Some of the more
pertinent findings from this study are summarized:

The failure to attain a minimum of a high school education among
the population of males 25 - 34 years of age in 1909 was estimated

to cost the nation 237 billior. dollars in income over the life time

of these men.

Seventy-one billion dollars in foregone government revenues, of

which about 47 billion would have been added to the Federal Treasury

and 24 billion to the coffer of State and local governments.

In contrast, the probable cost of having provided a minimum of high school
completion for this group of men, was estimated to be about $46 billion.

Thus, the sacrifice in national income from inadequate education among
25 - 34 year old males was about $200 billion greater than the invest-

ment to alleviate this condition.

Each dollar of social investment for this purpose would have gener-
ated abo.;:. $t3 of national income over the lifetime of tnis group of

'Tien. The government revenues generated by this investment would

have ex,:eeded government expenditures by over $30 billion.

Welfare expenditures attributable to inadequate education are estimated

to be about $3 billion each year and are probably increasing as time

passes.
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The preceding data suggests the urgent need for successful programs, which
have been adequately designed to meet the specific needs of whatever population

of children the project may be designed to help. We are suggesting that money

alone will not solve the educational problems of urban education. Only thro igh

the combination of scientifically designed programs, which are adequately funded

over five to eight rears, can any real change Fe obtained from the government
funds which are spent on such endeavors by the U.S. Office of Education.

The Title III - 306 - Program guidelines, as outlined below, are organized to
develop adequate and effective programs. The Newark Title III - 306 - Program
is based on these basic guidelines:

Focus of Program

Title III - 306 - Project funds are made available to special innovative
research and exemplary projects which hold promise of making sub-

stantial contributions to the solution of critical educational problems.

Grants are given by the U.S. Office of Education to programs designed

to deal with broad classifications of disadvantaged students. Special

priority is given to reading programs with adequate research design,
as mandated in the Title III - 306 - Project guidelines.

The U.S. Office of Educ ?tion also requires that all selected and approved
projects adhere to specific policies and requirements. Significant

among these requirements is accountability, which means that the

grantee must render an accounting of his performance.

In order to assure an adequate program design, the U.S. Office of Education
insists that the following key structures be built into each project.

viii
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Evaluation Design

0. E. mandates, with no exception, that each project have an adequate
evaluation design to assure a high level of performance and efficiency

of all project components. The three major components around which

all programs are designed are: Management, Process, and Product.

A key to all evaluation is the statement of performance objectives.
0. E. mandates that performance objectives be precise statements of
anticipated project goals, in terms of behavior, outcomes or material

items.

To assure the accountability process as stated above, 0. E. also man-
dates and requires the contracting of an independent evaluator, approved

by O. E.

0. E. also mandates the contracting of an independent educational
accomplishment auditor is to conduct an external review by a person

not directly involved in the planning or operation of the project. The

audit process provides an added measure of objectivity for the conclu-

sion reached through the evaluation process.

Inc report that foilows is based upon the growth, development and results of
the Title III - 306 - Program, title -A Program to Improve the Informational
Processing of Children with Learning Disabilities-. The report is organized

around the basic concepts as outlined in the Title III guidelines of management,

process and product. We have found that using this triad clarifies and simplifies

t' e complexities involved in program development and in explaining how the

project functions.
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In addition, we are including here the results of a recent nationwide study con-

ducted by the American Institute of Research, in which they highlighted eight
unique components which serve to distinguish successful from unsuccessful

compensatory education programs in the United States. We are including these
eight components of successful programs so that readers of this report might
have a criterion against which to measure some of the overall design factors and
results of the Title III - 306 - Project described in this report. These eight
components are-

Academic objectives clearly stated and/or careful planning.

Teacher training in the 1. ,:thods of the program.

Early educational intervention.

Small group or individualized instruction.

Directly relevant instruction.

Structured environments.

High intensity treatment.

Active parental involvement.

x
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Tn general, urban children are more dependent upon ti.e school in learing to read,

write and do arithmetic than are middle class citildren. This does not mean that
there are no middle class children in urban schools. What we are saying is that
more than sixty percent of all kindergarten children entering most urban schools

are significantly bebw their more advantaged middle class peers in those basic
skills required for school success and survival, and therefore these skills must
be taught, not assumed.

At the present time, urban schools use the same mediocre materials, methods
and techniques tha.;. are used in the traditional middle class school programs.

The more advantaged pupil succeeds in these traditional programs because of
his built-in skills, teacher expectation and his programmed need to succeed, not
because of the materials, methods or techniques that are used. If we insist on

the continued use of less an--ate methods, techniques and materials, as used in
traditional programs, we are contributing to the urban child's failure process.
Ferther, it has been much easier to blame the pathology of the child, his home
environment or his life style, than it is to change learning environments, methods,
materials, administrative pre cesses or attitudes.

Another malor part of the problem is that there is no systematic way for obtain-
ing information about the educational process. We really do not know why or how

children fail!

There are no oryanized delivery systems for improving the educational process
or for obtaining a feedback loop fc r the continued improvement of this process.
We never really define the problem because of its complexity.

We know far more than we aro able to apply. There is no way, under the present

system, to deal with the inertia and resistance to change. There is also no way
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to adequately define the problem because of the stereo-typed explanations currently
offered for why children fail in urban schools.

The entire bureaucratic system is part of the failure syndrome, as it now exists.
If we are to begin to move towards a more efficient system, we must look within
the present system for the solutions. Thi-: mAy seem paradoxical, but it isn't.
Systems have a life of their own; and . e. to help children in urban educational

systems, we must improve all the systems which support the educational process,
as well as develop more efficient systems for the individual classroom.

We have outlined some of the more complex aspects of the educational problems
as they are related to urban education. The next sections of this report make

some direct and specific suggestions about the vehicles which might be developed

to improve the educational intervention process in order to educe the failure

syndrome to a more marageable level in urban schools.
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THE POPULATION AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT OF THE PROGRAM

The setting for this Project is within the largest urban school district in New

Jersey. The school population, at present,
breakdown is:

numbers 78, 492. The population

Black 56. 736

Indian 21

Oriental 116

Spanish 11, 981

Caucasian 9, 638

The community consists of low socio-economic groups of Blacks, Puerto-Ricans

and working class Caucasians, mostly of Italian heritage. The city has been in a

severe state of social, economic and political change. However, the situation is

now showing definite signs of a reversal process through urban renewal and poli-

tical directions, which are more positive and goal directed. The School Board is

attempting to upgrade the educational system; the State Task Force of Higher

Education has the new Medical College well on its way. There is less turmoil

and more goal direction in the community in general, because all the city services
are being responsive to the specific needs of the population.

Program Facilities

The Title III - 306 - Program is conducted in four central city schools.

Avon Avenue School

18th Avenue School

14th Avenue School

Harriet Tubman School

Within each school there are the following number of classrooms:



Schools Classrooms

Avon Avenue 6

18th Avenue 5

14th Avenue 4

Harriet Tubman 5

Total 20

The Title III - 306 - Project Office was located in the 18th Avenue School,

229 18th Avenue, Newark, New Jersey 07108. Telep:ione Number (201) 824-2160.

In each school the Project teachers utilize all available out-of-classroom space
which we can get permission to use from each building principal. By the utiliza-
tion of utility rooms, auditorium stages, recreation rooms and other small rooms,
we have been able to add effective team-teaching arproaches and to obtain small
group instruction by the systematic utilization of time and space.

We have demonstrated that by creative use of space in every building we can break

the lock-step and large group instruction. By a more efficient use of building

space and time scheduling we can also increase the intensity of the learning
process. These are two of the major variables in successful educational inter-
vention with children with educational difficulties.

The following is a specific description of the environment of each school associa-
ted with the Title III - 306 - Project:

18th Avenue School

The population is composed entirely of low socio-economic Black children who

come, primarily, from a nearby government housing development, most units of

which are of the high rise type. The school, while old, is in good condition. It
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was recently renovated and space is adequate. The Project Administrative staff
is housed in this school because it has the space.

Avon Avenue School

An excellent school, with all the necessary space. The Program is accepted and
we receive total administrative support. Thy principal is a change agent in his

own right. He is well accepted by both the community and the teachers. The

entire staff associated with the Project generally supports the Project because of
the administrative leadership. The children in this school are also all Black.
However, about sixty percent come from upper-mobile families who are middle

class in orientation. Also, the lower socio-economic families are somewhat
higher in income levels than those associated with federal housing environments.
There is active community input in this building. The leadership in this commun-

ity has influenced educational policy city wide. They seem to support the Project

and have been a big help in its success in this building.

Harriet Tubman School

It is one of the oldest schools in the City of Newark. There is inadequate space,

over-crowding and all the other evils and inefficiencies associated with inadequate
school buildings found in the urban centers. The Administration has changed

three times in less than two years. The school is community controlled, in the

strictest sense of the definition. The population is eighty-five percent Black and

fifteen percent Puerto Rican. The entire population is low socio-economic with

many families below or at the poverty line. The staff is predominantly Black and

the principal is also Black. The current principal seems receptive to change but

is conservative in judgment because of his newness to the position. The previous

principals both were very supportive of the Project. The staff and teachers, with
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a few exceptions, are also very supportive and actively engaged in the Project.
The community has also been very supportive to both the concepts of the Project
and the nature of change being introctuced. This school has also institutionalized
the change as the Project moved to the next higher grade.

14th Avenue School

An older building with inadequate facilities, but with good space arrangements

relative to the Project's system concepts and use of space in new ways. This

population also consists of about eighty-five -.ercent Black children and fifteen
percent Puerto Rican children. The children come from two and three-family

homes. The population tends to be upper mobile and the parents have a middle
class attitude towards education. Much of the judgment about the programs and

change is made at tie recommendation .A the principal and school staff. This

building has provided an ideal environment to inaugurate change. The principal

is actively involved as a change agent within the Project design. The communica-
tion is open and feedback is excellent. There is resistance by some of the Pro-
ject teachers, but their behavior has been changed because of School Administra-
tion acceptance and a desire to utilize the Project design for curriculum change

for pre-school, kindergarten and first grade, and the use of the systems approach
to learning at the higher levels in the school.

Each cf the Title III - 306 - Project Schools have on the average one-hundred-and-
fifty pupils per school. The Project originated in the kindergarten year and pro-
ceeds longitudinally with the same population of children through the first and

second grade levels. Now children entering the Project at the first and second
grade 1-vels arc pretes'ed at each level and post-tested at the end of the first
and second grade years. Children who entered either the first or second grade
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level after December 1 of each school year were not included in the statistical
data, but they all received the curriculum treatment at whatever point they
entered the program.

It should also be noted that we have leveled into the longitudinal design an addi-
tional evaluation design, v. ~rich affords valuable comparison among treatment

groups. Starting in kindergarten, there were 497 children who entered kinder-
garten and who were pre and post-tested. At the beginning of first grade, there
were 175 newly admitted children in the first grades in the four schools who had

not received treatment in the kindergarten. This affords us an excellent compar-

ison between -K" and ''No K" children. We have the same conditions prevailing
at the second grade level but with less new pupils entering at this level.

The analysis of the statistical data on all measurements used among the popula-
tions is presented as follows:

Pupils with three years of treatment

Pupils with two years of treatment

w Pupils with one year of treatment.

There are several analyses and statistical treatments of the data comparing
the effects of the programatic intervention among and between groups. Summaries

of these results will be found in advanzed sections of the report.
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Management Objectives

Utilize a systems concept based on system science knowledge to effect-
ively utilize the Informational Processing Model (Appendix A) as the
basic construct and management tool for organizing management, process
and product objectives.

Design and implement a learning readiness classroom management
system.

Establish a system of early screening and evaluation profile to enable
us to predict the "high risk" learning and reading disabled children at
the kindergarten and first grade levels.

From the screening and evaluation process establish individual
diagnostic assessment profiles for each child.

From the diagnostic assessment profiles delineate the precise definition
of the learning problems and patterns of the population of the children
involved.

From the data and information provided by the individual diagnostic

profiles design the educational prescriptions and interventions to am-
eliorate and/or reduce learning failure.

Attempt to shift the concept of the present classification system held by

educators and ancillary personnel from that of a ''pathology model" to
one based on a "success model".

Design educational classroom strategies which will enable the majority

of children with educational process problems to remain in the regular
classroom.

xviii
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Design and evolve a differential prescriptive interventional curriculum
for the learning readiness system based on the educational disabilities

patterns of the children in the program. (See Appendix A - Model and

Materials List. )

Establish a sequential and structured linkage between the "lea-qing

readiness system" - informational Processing Model and a "reading
system", i.e., High Intensity Learning System-Reading by Dr. S. Alan
Cohen. (See Appendix B. )

Put into operation four (4) High Intensity Learning Systems-Reading

developed by Dr. S. Alan Cohen and the Random House System Division.

This is a system designed around 500 instructional objectives intended

to systematically teach reading.

Organize an evaluation design, with the assistance of an independent
outside evaluator, which will be used as a major tool for the evaluation

of the entire Project, i. e. , management, process and product outcomes.

Hire an independent educational accomplishment auditor whose major

function is to audit and verify the results of the evaluation procedures.
- - .

The audit is designed to add objectivity to the conclusions reached in the

evaluation process.

Organize a systematic use of statistical models based on data which
will be computer analyzed and used as a major management tool for

project improvement and change. (See evaluator's final reports for
each project year, which are available under separate cover. )
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Process Objectives

Design and implement a learning and reading readiness classroom

management system using the Informational Process Model as the basic
construct for matching learners' needs based on the assessment data,
with the therapeutic materials organized around educational strategics
which are based on the best current synthesized knowledge available on

how children learn.

Develop a readiness for learning and reading curriculum based on task

analysis of those skills which have been shown empirically to be criti-
cally related to school learning and the reading needs of the Project
population.

Design and implement a diagnostic-prescriptive curriculum which will
teach "readiness for learning" and school survival skills.

Design and implement a classroom management system.

Orgarize both time and space in creative and efficient ways in order to:
Intensify learning

Assure small group instruction

Mandate scheduling of sequential elements of program
instructional components

Utilize any available space outside of the classroom for

instructional purposes in order to assure that small group
instruction is possible.

Utilize a -team teaching" concept within the Informational Processing
Model design, in order to maximize language and psychomotor develop-
ment. To meet these objectives it will require the utilization of:

Developmental Language Teachers

Developmental Psychomotor Therapists

xx
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Develop within the learning and reading readiness curriculum a system-

atic use of special learning packages and materials organized around the
Informational Processing Model, which current theory and research

suggests will assist children to learn basic readiness for learning and
reading skills.

Develop and organize a well equipped material and media system within

each classroom.

Organize an efficient media system of cassettes, listening centers and
headsets and cost effective "soft ware" student materials for each

class room.

Organize and write instructional objectives for all areas of the Informa-

tional Processing Model and code all materials to these IO's within each

area of the taxonomy. (Visual-Motor Perceptual Handbook completed

and available from the Project Director. )



MANAGEMENT

General Program Management

The program is organized and directed by a program administrator and three
professional staff members. The staff consists of two school psychologists who
function as educational psychologists and whose concerns are mainly directed to

educational process considerations such as process assessment, designing and
testing criterion evaluation instruments, and writing instructional olInTtives for
various parts of the program. Also, assigned to the staff is a reading specialist
who is also engaged in process evaluation, teacher training and consultation, and

.1. lb.

designing of process audit instruments used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Dis tar Reading Program in the classroom. There is also a Project clerk-secret-
ary whose function is most critical. She acts not only as a secretary, but as a
statistical clerk. She organizes the voluminous test data accumulated as a major

part of tie Project design. Her role is a critical and important part of the Project
management system.

The major management functions are:

e Designing and organizing a diagnostic-presCripfive readiness for learn-
ing and reading curriculum for pre-school to the third grade.

Utilize and perfect from program data a Systems Approach as the major
management tool, using the Informational Processing Model (of Section II-

Process) as the foundation for the diagnostic urriculum.

Within the systems concept and the Informational Processing Model, we
organize time, space, special materials and personnel to meet the stated
objectives of the Project.

To systematically order all the special supplies, materials and equip-
ment required to implement the program. Order all equipment at the
most economical prices and with the highest quality and which suits the

stated specifications of the Project.
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To maintain adequate records and books to account for Project funds.

To develop and organize all reports requested by the U.S. Office of
Education.

To publish an interim and final report of the Project findings, conclu-
sions and recommendations.

D,sseminate, as widely as possible, the findings, successful techniques,
processes and management systems de\ Aoped within the Project Model.
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PROCESS

STRATEGIES FOR EFFECTIVE LEARNING IN A SYSTEMS DESIGN

A System Science Approach

Within the environs of elementary education there is a crucial need to

apply new knowledge, techniques and system science models. One of

our major management goals and objectives is to design a delivery

vehicle which uses a "systems approach". The concept of a system in

this program has two parallel uses:

Applied systems science

Systems used as technology.

A System is Defined

As the totality of elements in interaction with each other.

As a type of structure which functions in the form of definite sequences

of operations.

As the structure or organization of an orderly whole clearly showing the
interrelations of the parts to each other and to the whole itself.

The essence of all these definitions is the coupling among the components and the

systems organization resulting from such coupling.

Applic Systems Science

Applied systems science deals with Ele study of "organized complexities". The

educational process in urban school systems is just such a complexity. It is

critical that we learn to utilize data and information (cybernetics) for unlocking

such complexities.

The application of the above concepts to human systems has resulted in the further
refinement of the systems science concept by the use of a term known in system

-3-
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thinking as 'anasynthesis", specifically defined as the process of analysis, syn-
thesis modeling and simulation. All of these concepts in the definition are used
in the development of the Project.

The following is a specific use of the anasynthesis concept in model and system
strategy building.

Anas ynthes is

First Phase (An...ivsis Phase)

Specification of postinstructional task via task analysis.
2. Restatement of task as behavioral objectives.
3. Specification of a sequence for behavioral objectives; i.e.,

structural analysis.

Secor I Phase !Synthesis Phase)

1. Specification of instructional activities.
2. Design of valuative procedures.

Third PRase (Operational Phase)

Includes two simultaneous activities.
1. Carrying out of instructional activities.
2. The collection of evaluation data.

Feedback and Redesign of System; Reiteration

The data collected at the operation phase is fed back into the systems
so that it can be tested, validated and redesigned baled upon input data.

Systems Used as Technology

Because there is a broad general misconception among many professionals, both
within and outside of education, relating to the use of the term technology, a
recent definition was developed by a group of economists at the Brookings Institute

who defined technology in this way
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"Technological knowledge is a set of techniques, each defined as a set of action

and decision rules guiding their sequential outcomes under certain specific cir-

cumstances. " Educational technology in this program is a major key to educa-

tional process intervention. It can be understood as meaning the development of

a set of systematic techniques and accompanying practical knowledge for designing,

testing and operating schools as educational systems. Technology, in this sense,

is educational engineering. It may or may not involve hardware. Sometimes it

does, frequently it does not. It involves changes in "software". The goal then of

educational technology is to define those procedures and techniques which, if

followed, will lead to the attainment of various educational objectives. It also

defines the environment in which those educational objectives may be achieved.

In simple terms, a systems approach means doing something intelligently, effi-
ciently, and humanely.'' From the standpoint of this program, ''designing a curri-
culum is an en-ineering e roblem which involves three ste s".*

1. Defining the goals clearly and operationally, eliminating all ambiguities.

Z. Defining the know-how; listing what knowledge and information basic

research gives us in order to reach specific goals.

3. Defining the resources available to apply this know-how in order to reach

those goals. Engineering effective curriculum requires that we define

realistically the human, physical and fiscal resources available.

The basis of the readiness for learning curriculum is an Informational Processing

Model. This model has all the aspects of a systems approach referred to above.

The model describes and helps us to understand the complex process of decoding

required by the human organism if it is to adapt in a school environment.

Instructional System in R ^ading

The Informational Processing Model is linked at the second grade level to the

High Intensity Learning System - Reading (HILS) designed and developed by

Dr. S. Alan Cohen - Effects of a Curriculum Design Based on a Systems Model

-5-
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Dr. S. Alan Cohen. This system is a classroom management technique organized

around 500 instructional objectives. These objectives are the operational defini-
tions of reading in the High Intensity Learning System.

The above technology and concepts from applied systems science are the founda-

tion stones for all the management procedures, techniques and methods used in
this program. These concepts also are the basis of the classroom and curriculum
management systems organized and devised in this Project.

Description and Use of the Information Processing Model and the High Intensity

Learning Systems - Reading

The Information Processing_ Model is used to undergird the entire change process

in this Project. From our standpoint, a model is seen to be less pretentious than
a theory and implies a somewhat shorter life span. Yet, a model exhibits all the
logical empirical characteristics of a theory.

A model is used to-

Describe and help us understand complex systems.

Help us see relationships.

Provide the framework for experimentation.

Indicate areas in which experimentation is not possible.

Assist in engineering design.

The Information Processing Model is also used as the basis of the diagnostic-
instructional process in the classroom. The Information Processing Model relies

heavily on cybernetics, communication theory, neuropsychology and neurophysio-

logy. The Information Processing Model is a synthesis of the works of Osgood,

Wepman, Kirk, Mklebust, Clemt.nts, Pribram, Piaget, Bruner, et ai.

The model is an open ended system designed to explain human learning and devel-

opment. Its main purpose is to organize and facilitate, in a systematic way, the
development of diagnostic instructional systems for use in the mainstream of
elementary urban education. At its present stage of development, it is designed
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to generate an instructional system for children from pre-school through the
fourth grade. The Informational Processing Model (Appendix A) is a Micro-

System (total system); the various components of instruction are the Micro-System

(sub-systems) used in the diagnostic instructional process in the classroom.

Readiness is defined: Readiness for learning implies That there are certain condi-
tions that precede the learning-event-itself and they or erate to determine the

probability of its occurence.

We see the Information Processing Model as a readiness-for-learning process
model, designed to teach each child those decoding skills which are crucial to

survive in school. Those decoding skills which seem most crucial to the condi-

tions which precede formal school-presented learning tasks are:

Attention

Gross and Fine Motor Process: Tactile-Kinesthetic

Visual Perception

Auditory Perception

Auditory Language Analysis

Cognitive Skills Short-term Visual and Auditory Memory; Verbal

Reasoning and Strategy Building via Language Symbolic Formations

Within the systems technology used within the model we organized:

Teachers

Para-Professionals

Mastery Learning Strategies

Instructional Objectives

Special Materials and Learning Packages

Time Space
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Scheduling of Inputs

Use of building space outside of the classroom

Room dividers

Classroom floor plans

SmallGroup Learning based on functional level of students in the
Distar Reading System

Intensity of Learning induced by:

Time Scheduling

Sequencing of Learning Packages

Tight structuring of time, space, materials and personnel

Criterion and Process Evaluation based on an evaluation design

Student progress records on basic skills development

Process "mastery checks" used as formative test of basic skills learn-
ir.g for all areas of the Information Processing Model

Management evaluation check list

Managemi-nt decisions from data

Problem Solving Process

Teacher Workshop

Distar Training Sessions

Daily noontime meetings conducted on a systematic schedule

over entire school year

The Information Processing Model - Readiness for Learning is systematically
linked with the High Intensity Learning System - Reading designed by Dr. S. Alan

Cohen. The High Intensity Learning System is a classroom management system

built around six features:
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Pre3criktive - Teacher defines student's unique needs and prescribes
activities to meet those needs.

Motivating - Pupils get immediate feedback to his responses.

Individualized - A variety of materials are used that are designed
specifically to assist the teacher in personalizing content, rate and
level for each stud

Intensified - Its objective is accountability for each student and teacher.

Both know what must be learned.

Both know methods and materials to use.

Both know what must be done to show mastery.

Definitive - The system is used in a reading center where High Intensity
Learning maximizes the amount of "reading period" time the student

spends on appropriate learning activities.

An "Open System" - The system is continuously being reviewed and

improved. It is not partial to any single program or publisher.

This instructional system is designed to increase actual clock time spent by each

pupil per class hour in participating in the prescribed learning activity. Research
reports that the average teacher receives only 30 - 40 percent of the pupil's

attention, fixed on the learning task, per class hour. That same research reports
the obvious: The single most important variable that best predicts reading
achievement is the actual amount of time the pupil spends learning to read and

write. The more time he spends, all other facto:s being equal, the higher will
be the achievement.

POW IS THE INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL USED TO DESIGN A

CURRICULUM IN THE PROJECT?

The Information Processi-,g :.'oriel is used as a taxonomy for organizing a

diagnosticprescripti-e instructional process based upon mastery of basic skills
within a 'systems approach" to classroom management. (See Appendix A)



These constructs are used as the basic strategy for organizing the foundation for
the instructional design in the Project.

WHAT TS TT-IF. PURPOSE OF TisiNr: A TAXONOMY?

A taxonomy is an analytic tool that helps ma,;_ch special learning materials, learn-

ing packages and special management and teaching techniques with diagnosed

skills and behavior deficits of pupils, individually or with small groups of pupils
with similar diagnostic patterns. This Project is now organized to diagnose the
basic skill needs of all children assigned to the Project. The taxonomy also pro-

vides information and levels of criteria for assessing the pupil's learning style
and how he interacts with a learning system.

In phase one of the Project process intervention, the taxonomy also provides the

teachr with specific pedagogical sub-systems of learning materials, organized
from simple to complex. We are now in the second evolving phase of organizing

specific instructional objectives for each separate sub-system within the taxonomy
or model.

To make the taxonomy or each sub-system within the model operative at the
instructional level, we have organized large amounts of special materials, learn-
ing packages and media in a systems approach which delivers these materials o

meet the diagnostic learning needs of small groups of children with similar skills
deficits. We have continued to add needed materials and learning packages to the

materials center as they are made available nationally or brought to our attention
by consultants, people from other programs or from the literature and from the
sales representatives who visit us periodically. There are also several curricu-
lum material banks now available in the United States under the direction of the

Office of Education. (See Appendix A for an up-to-date list of materials used at

the various levels of the program. )

WHAT ARE THE BASIC CCNCEPTS WHICH UNDERGIRD THE CURRICULUM

DESIGN IN THIS PROGRAM WHICH SET IT APART FROM TI1F, TRADITIONAL

EDUCATION CURRICULUM DESIGN AND THE EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS

PRESENTLY BEING USED IN THE NEWARK SCHOOL SYSTEM?

-10-
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The Title III - 306 - Program is designed to meet the specific diagnostic needs of

children, based upon the empirical data obtained from an organized psycho-educa-
tional evaluation of all children entering pre-school or kindergarten programs.
These same assessment instruments are used to evaluate the effects of the curri-
culum intervention strategies which are designed around the Information Process-

ing Model and provide a series of specific taxonomies of treatment which are

described further on in this section of the report. Evaluation and assessment are

never used to label pupils. The main objective of the assessments is to determine
the basic skills level cf all incoming pupils in those areas of skills development so

critical for survival in school. It is also imperative that all children learn these
skills before the more formal curriculum is imposed. At the present time a
course of study is required and imposed on the vast majority of Newark children

before they have mastered the critical readiness for learning skills that are em-
phasized in this program. Furthermore, each group of pupils in a traditional
program is expected to acquire, in ten months time, all the necessary skills that
will permit them to succeed in first grade. There is little or no recognition of
the level of skills development of the pupils as they enter school. It is this failure

to recognize that certain basic skills must be learned as the major conditions
that precede the learning event itself and that it is the learning of these basic
survival skills that increases the probability of pupils learning the information
and skills necessary to succeed in traditional curriculum models". When pupils
are exposed to the traditional curriculum without sufficient information and know-

ledge, based on data obtained from assessment of the pupil's skills development,
failure is inadvertently being imposed on approximately sixty percent of kinder-

garten and first grade pupils under traditional courses of study. This statement

is supported by the specific data from this Project and from hundreds of other
studies and programs funded by the U.S. Office of Education over the last ten years.

The major point of this analysis is that all the Project data dramat.cally demon-
strates that all entering pupils, with very few exceptions, can master the basic
skills required for school survival and success in school, if we organize learning
environments based upon children's diagnostic needs and if we then design
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prescriptive educational interventions designed to meet th .se needs before impos-
ing prescribed courses of study.

If those who establish curriculum policy in urban centers continue to ignore the

data relative to the basic skills needs of urban children, a continued failure pat
tern will prevail in the pupils' product scores. It is time we recognize that a
more complete analysis and diagnosis of the complex learning needs of urban
children is urgently needed.

In addition, traditional curriculum content must be changed and organized to meet
the learning styles of urban children. This statement does not imply or mean that
we should not teach curriculum content that pupils will need to succeed in the main-
stream of our society or to enter our best colleges or universities. However, it

does mean we should stop inducing failure unwittingly by exposing children to

prescribed curriculums without first teaching them the basic readiness for learn-
ing skills they require.

There are several other critical areas of difference between the curriculum de-
sign in the Title III - 306 - Project and the more traditional models currently used
in urban schools. The following statements, relative to the need for a change

model, are basic to the curriculum strategy used in this Project. These are the

concepts of mastery learning and time. "If we are to change schooling, especially

as a means of intervention for children with educational problems in poverty
pockets and in urban school environments, it is essential that the model itself
change! Behavior-oriented learning psychologists have been among those arguing

for precise definition of models and of educational goals in behavioral terms. The

clues for mastery learning was a conceptual model of school learning suggested

by John B. Carroll. This model rested on obse:vation often overlooked by tradi-

tional educators and is so ably argued by Carroll, that individual pupil achieve-
ment is the basic measure of the traditional school and where the school is com-
mitted to uniform exposure to instruction, it is inevitable that pupils with higher
abilities will achieve more in the same amount of time; and when all the achieve-

ment test scores are gathered together, the distribution will approach that of a
normal curve. ":.

Bloom, Cohen, Merrill, Gagne, et al.
12
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It is important that this relationship be clearly understood. If instructional time

is held constant for all pupils, the outcomes are fixed; that is, the faster learners
with the most highly developed skills will learn more than the slower learners

during the same amount of instructional time and, consequently, the faster
learners will achieve more and do better on achievement tests. It seems very
unlikely that any foreseeable educational intervention or innovation will change

this outcome in any substantial way as long as the instructional time is held

cons tant.

Carroll proposes instead that the "outcome measure" should be that of "mastery
learning.' and that the ''type of instruction" and "the time.' for it should be varied

accordingly to individual pupil characteristics. The outcome then would hopefully

be that a majority of students would achieve a specified level of mastery; that there

would be little or no correlation between aptitude and mastery measures; but time
to mastery would still correlate with aptitude scores.

Our present traditional curriculums and school policies, however, are almost
universally organized to give group instruction based on a uniform time schedule.

This is an efficient way to run a large organization, but its very convenience in
dealing with large numbers of pupils leads inevitably to the measurement of indi-

vidual pupil achievement under conditions of standard exposure to instruction.

It is critical that this relationship between measurement of educational outcomes
and the organization of the school be kept in mind. No matter what ideal system
of schooling is inve-ted, if it relies upon standard time for instruction, it seems
inevitable that the outcome measure is going to be pupil achievement distributed

along a normal curve which will be positively correlated with the pupils' rate c.f

learning as measured on some aptitude test. As long as the "instructional time"

is held constant for all pupils, individual differences will increase and will be
related to the pupil's score on ability tests of basic skills and cognitive processes,

which predict rates of learning.

-13-
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WHAT COULD CHANGE THIS PRINCIPLE, WHICH SEEMS TO DOOM SLOW

LEARNERS TO A LIFE OF COMING IN LAST AND TO MAKING URBAN

SCHOOL DISTRICTS APPEAR AS IF THEY ARE UNABLE TO TEACH PUPILS

BASIC LITERACY SKILLS? WHAT SHOULD OUR EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

BE'

Instead of measuring how far each pupil runs, we could make our objective that

each pupil run X yards during the course cf his school experience and not care
whether it took him four minutes or five days. The objective would be that each
child master certain distance. This is the model of schooling that Carroll pro-
posed. It would mean a school that was organized so that each pupil could spend

different amounts of time to reach each mastery level. There are two major
types of mastery learning strategies now in use. Both types attempt to better
individualize instruction by:

Helping students when and where they have learning difficulties

Giving them sufficient time to learn

Clearly defining what they will be expected to learn and to what level.

But one type uses primarily an individually based instructional format where each
student learns independently of his classmates. (The High Intensity Learning

System - Reading by Dr. S. Alan Cohen, of which there are four in operation in
this Project, uses this model.)

The other employs a group based approach where each student learns cooperatively

with his classmates. (This model is used in the Information Processing Model -

Readiness for Learning Curriculum to be described further on in this report. )

Along with the use of the mastery model outlined above, it is important to recog-
nize that the traditional model relies essentially on a classification model of
schooling. Traditional overall educational objectives have been to select and

reject large numbers of pupils for various levels of achievement within the broader

educational systems. A mastery model of education on the other hand and the one

advocated in the Title III - 30t, - Project makes a very persuasive argument for a
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different model of evaluation - one based upon mastery in specified units. A
mastery model of evaluation will require

Specific educational objectives based on pupil's diagnosed needs.

Various specified routes or strategies to assure the majority of pupils

attain the criteria set for mastery.

Specified sequence.

Specified measures of competency.

If we desi:.: , the learning systems and the learning environments correctly in time,

a mastery model of evaluation should permit for more individualization of the

routes to mastery, based upon learners' basic skills needs, learning styles and
characteristics, and specific interest and values.

This educational model would require that all curriculums would have to undergo

a logical analysis and evaluation, which is now sadly lacking and a basic cause of

continued failure of urban pupils. The traditional model fails to meet the diagnos-

tic educational needs of more than sixty percent of the pupils in urban schools.

Let us hasten to point out, however, that there are and always will be children

who do have a minimal success in traditional curriculum designs. However, even

these children are not maximizing their abilities in the traditional curriculums.

BASIC COYCEPTS USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TITLE III - 306 -

CURRICULUM

The curriculum design that undergirds the Title III - 306 - Program is a system

science approach which is attempting to design curriculums and learning environ-

ments and to apply educational technology and the science of learning and educa-

tion based upon the empirical needs of students, based on a strong data base,

observation and knowledge. The curriculum is designed upon the basic skills

needs of students and organized around a systems science approach and the con-

cept of models as a means of organizing schools and classrooms. The curriculum

design which follows is not only based upon the concepts stated above, but also
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encompa:-ses additional design and evaluation features considerably different from
current written curriculum techniques.

In traditional cnrri,-,,I,,mQ th,- writers are mare concerned and put more emphasis
on what the teacher is to perform and less emphasis on what the child is to learn.
Learning outcomes are not spelled out in traditional curriculums. The primary
direction here is what is arranged for the student to do. Essentially, the differ-
ence is one between the artistic vs. the empirical approach to teachings.

The empirical approach emphasizes the importance of documenting instructional
issues with data and examining them empirically. Such an approach leads logic-
ally to both domain referenced - diagnostic prescriptive teaching and testing and
to organizational strategies which emphasize a systematic model based on experi-
mentation and revision. The artistic - I think and I feel approach - de-emphasizes
experimentation in any form and emphasizes strategies for production and dissem-
ination of materials that are judged to be important or exciting on subjective
ground.

We, who support the empirical approach to curriculum design argue that curricu-
lum development is an open-ended process of continual trial and improvement and
emphasizes formative evaluation.

Those who take the artistic approach tend to think of curriculum as having clear

beginnings and ends and think of evaluation mainly in the achievement sense.
From the empirical viewpoint an ideal curriculum should give unequivocal direction
as to how to make certain things happen in a classroom, given that those things
are know: from experimentation to lead to specified learning outcomes. The

curriculum in these terms turns out to b;.: a report of procedures that have actually
been tried out. This implies, as we did in this Project, close initial cooperation
between writers and teachers in a laboratory-classroom setting. Separation of
the two processes creates a barrier to tryouts and evaluation of content and method
as well as learner outcomes. Curriculum writers are not held accountable for
the learning outcomes and teachers are not held very strictly accountable for the
implementation of the curriculum, as written. Neither party ever really knows
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why children succeed or fail in current traditional curriculum designs. In addi-

tion, current traditional curriculum outcomes only serve as an ad hoc judgment
on what has been done. What the empirical curriculum demands is a formative
evaluation which is central and dynamic rather than peripheral and static.

The following readiness curriculum for pre-school, kindergarten, first and
second grades, is an open-ended empirical curriculum model based on a systems
approach, using the concept of models as a basic design feature. The educational

technology employed has been explained in previous sections of this report. What

follows is a detailed description of the curriculum at its present level of develop-
ment. At the present level of development, the curriculum and management system
is only about fifty percent completed. It is currently recognized in the research
and development literature that it takes five to eight years to fully perfect a curri-
culum, and even then there must be change if the empirical model concept is to be

maintained.

Position Statement on Reading

At the present level of knowledge the answer to the question "What is reading?"

leaves much to be desired.

However, there are some excellent leads for curriculum design to be found in the
reading research literature completed over the past ten years. Much of this
research has moved away from concerns over methods of teaching reading to

areas related to-

Language development

Learning to read

The role of models

Systematic effort in model and systems development as related to

ins truction

Application of convergence techniques in the solution of reading problems.
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From the reading research literature we have found that there are five major
models related to the process of reading and which act as the foundation for many
reading systems in use today. It is these five models which are directly associa-
ted with the Informational Processing Model and the High Intensity Learning System

used as the basis of the curriculum design from kindergarten through fourth grade.
These models are-

Linguistic

Psycho linguistic

Information Processing

Cognitive Processes

Perception.

The current trend among reading researchers is their attempt to unlock the com-
plexity of he reading process by using a convergence technique among divergent

models.

Some of the generalizations which emerge by using the convergence technique

with the various divergent models in use today that apply to the conceptual con-

structs of the Information Process Model used in the Title III Program are:

The need to reduce uncertainty:

From birth on an organism needs to reduce uncertainty or to gain

information. Reading, like any other process tends to reduce uncer-
tainty by processing information. This is a basic motivation for learning

to read.

Internal representations
The organism internalizes a representation called a schema by Bartlett
(1932) and Pribram (19t,0). This means that or organism is developing
a heirarchy that controls the order in which a sequence of operations

tal--es pla«.



Early and rapid development of language:

There is general agreement that a child's ability to use the more com-
mon grammatical patterns of speech is pretty well developed by the time

he is three to three and one-half years old.

Role of Cognition:

It has altered or lead to a different understanding of our orthographic

system, which is not a "one-sound, one symbol system" but has charac-

teristics more in keeping with Chomsky's levels of lexical abstractions

and a deep structure rule learning.

Speaking and Reading

A person's identification of words depends on "a three-way synthesis between

certain sounds both that he makes and those that others make, feedback from his
speech motor system and meaning". At the rea,'.ing level "there is again a three-
way synthesis between the spatial signs, the spoken word and meaning". Again,

there is a parallel processing of input, this time visual, followed by the sequential

verbal processing.

In some of the r..pprochement among models in the current research that fits the
Information Processing Model used as the basis of the Program curriculum is the
concern of model builders with :

Attentional processes

Learning distinctive features of visual stimuli (matching input with a

memory trace)

Visual information storage

Short-term memory

Long-term memory

Coding process

The grammar of the language

Production strategies.
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The reading program which follows for kindergarten, first and second grades
attempts to integrate some of the specific points outlined in the current reading
res ea ,1 literature and within the curriculun, materials used in the various sub-
systems of the Informational Processing Model.

We are not locked or tied to any specific reading system. At the current level of
curriculum development, the Distar Reading System seems to he the best organ-
ized decoding system for teaching decoding skills to children who are experiencing
difficulty with school based language systems. Distar Reading seems to meet the
specific empirical needs of this population of children. It also f ilfills one of the
basic tenets of the Infor :ion Processing Model. that "decoding or input precedes
output '.

However, the Distar Reading system, while meeting the decoding needs of the

Project population, does not seem to develop the level of comprehension skills

and levels of performance on standardized reading tests that one would expect.

The reading process problem, related to comprehension, still remains to be
solved. We shoul keep in mind that the development of comprehension is closely

linked with language and cognitive skills development, as well as with levels of
cognitive maturation. The solution or unlocking of this complexity will depend

on our ability to understand how language is learned, how cognitive skills are
developed, and how these processes interact both in enabling the pupil to learn
to read and in the reading process itself.

Th-2 Title III - 306 - Reading Curriculum

Reading is initially a receptive language skill which is learned. Because reading

is a language process, it is the considered position of the project staff that read-
ing initially is a decoding process input must precede output. To meet the in-
structional demands indicated by the empirically based needs demonstrated by a

large percentage of urban pupils for decoding skills, and alsc because the entire
readiness-for-learning Information Processing Curriculum is based on a decoding

model, Distar I, II, III was selected as the reading program. The Distar Reading

Systems I, II, III has empirically demonstrated that alL children can master the

integrated language skills associated with decoding.
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Overview of the Distar Reading

The Distar Reading Program is designed to teach the child each skill he needs in

order to read. The two consecutive levels are carefully programmed so that the

child is confidently able to perform a skill before another one is introduced.

In Dis tar Reading I, the child is taught the basic decoding skills. He learns that

the squiggles we call letters represent sounds. He learns to say the sounds and

then to blend the sounds together to make a word. He also learns how to spell a

word by sounds - "000nnn" - and to say the sounds fast - "on".

The child is taught the sounds of forty lower-case symbols, which include the
letters of the alphabet, certain joined letters such as sh, and the long vowels
with diacritical marks. All special symbols are phased out as the child progresses

through Reading II.

Distar Reading II emphasizes comprehension skills, building on the skills taught

in Reading I. The child learns to read stories fluently and with understanding.
The stories in Reading II are longer and more complex than in Reading I, and the

student relies on his increasing word-attack skills and sight word vocabulary.
He begins to answer written questions in order to demonstrate that he understands

what he has read.

The child is taught to follow written directions that help him in developing a pre-

cise understanding of what he has read. He is also taught to name the capital and

lower-case letters of the alphabet. At the completion of level two the child has

learned solid word-attack skills and has acquired a large reading vocabulary.

At kindergarten level the class is divided into three small groups for Distar Read-

ing. The parallel inputs conducted during this time segment in the program,

along with reading, are language, gross motor learning - movigenics, and per-

ceptual training. The pupils rotate between these processes every fifteen minutes.

The teacher conducts the reading process in the classroom while the other two

thirds of the pupils are out of the classroom with the language and movigenics

teachers in different locations in the building or working with the paraprofessionals

in the classroom.
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It should be pointed out that the initial grouping of children for the Distar Reading
group is done on the basis of teacher judgment. Pupils are moved between groups

based upon their learning rate in the Distar System. At the end of the kindergar-
ten year the children are grouped for first grade placement based upon the follow-
ing strategy. All group I pupils, based on what lesson level they are at at tho end
of the kindergarten year, are placed in classes with pupils from other groups
with similar fut_.:tional lesson levels in the Distar Reading. This same procedure
is applied to groups II and III. The first grade classes then consist of children
with similar learning rates based on their mastery level in the Distar Reading
System. At the first grade level we maintain a flexible placement procedure
through Octo Ler of the first grade year. If children have advanced in their read-
ing behavior because of summer school work or because of maturation, they are

moved .etween classes to assure correct placement in the Dis tar Reading System.
These reading groups set the structure for the grouping in the balance of the
program. The purpose of this procedure is to make if feasible to move pupils
between reading groups without having wide lesson-level differences between read-

ing groups in any one classroom.

Fo7 complete list of curriculum objectives for the entire Distar Reading System,
see Behavioral Objectives, Distar Reading I, II, Developmental Edition 1971,

Published by Science Research Associates, Incorporated. Space will not allow

iLs reproduction here.
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A Basis f.),- Language Learning CurriLulun-i

One of the fundamental concepts whicri undergird the Information Processing Model

is that reading is a receptive language act. However, the language process in man

is a complex system, and exactly how the graphic act of reading decodes to speech
and why competence in learning and speaking must precede the reading act is not

fully understood

It is also known that there is a higher order rule structure inherent in language in
its phonological, morphological and syntactical aspects. As the child becomes
more skilled, he will use the structural principles to organize the information of
language and he will he able to read in larger, more efficient units. The major

contribution to knowledge about language acquisition have come from three sources:

Developmental psychology

Psycho linguistics

Information Processing

The Information Processing Model synthesizes information and data from several

language acquisition models. Briefly outlined, the language model in the Title III -

Program is similar to that of John Carroll's, which extracts contributions from
behavioristic developmental, psycholinguistic and linguistic models of language

acquisition along with the nativistic model and position of Lenneberg, Werner and

Kaplan. We would hasten to say tilat we support the linguists' position, as posited

by Chomsky and reinforced by Carroll, that a behaviorist model is simply incap-

able of accounting for the known facts of language development. The works of

McNeil, Slobin and Lenneberg and other researchers in the psycholinguistic
domain offer Strong evidence which suggest that operant behaviorist models cannot

explain how such complex cognitive behavior, such as reasoning, problem solving,

intelligence, perception, memory, recall and thinking occur or are learned.

However, the behaviorist model for teaching language to children has been found

to he useful. The operant conditioning techniques used by Berieter, Engelmann

and Osborn have been used successfully in teaching pronunciation and syntax to

disadvantaged pre-schoolers.
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A further emphasis and support for the language model used for instruction is the

evidence that language development is a function of the growth of the human brain

and is relatively inlependent of intelligence. Further, children learn language
from the age of 0 to early adolescence. If the capacity for primary language ac-
quisition does not begin to decline until adolescence, (Lenneberg, McNeil, et al)

then it is extremely important that we develop learning environments which sys-
tematically teach language structures to pupils.

Title III - 306 Dis tar Language Program

The Distar Language System is conducted by two full time language teachers in
each of the four project schools. Pupils, at the kindergarten level, are sent to
the language teacher for fifteen minutes each day in small groups of about eight

children to each group. The language teachers use small rooms or whatever
available space can be found in each building to conduct this aspect of the program.

Language development is related to the processing of information and knowledge.

In fact, reading is basically a receptive language process.

We have found that children respond both to the teacher and each other in a posi-

tive way when using the Distar Language System. The small group instruction,

with children grouped on the basis of similar skills needs, using an instructional
system that is organized in sequential steps and around a b,,havior modification

model, has real impact on pupils.

Children also benefit from the moving out of the "squarebox" of the traditional

classroom under their own direction. They also benefit from the interaction with

several adults instead of being faced with one teacher for the entire schoolday.
The entire language process is designed to meet the needs of pupils at the level

of their development and to advance them as rapidly as they can learn. The system

also is designed to teach the cognitive reasoning skills at the higher levels of the

program. This process will be descri:Jed in the first and second grade curriculum

in the next sections of this report.
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The Kindergarten First and Second Grade Language/Cognitive Curriculum

The basis for the language instruction at the kindergarten level is the Distar
Language System developed by Sigfried Englemann and distributed by SRA. This

system consists of Distar Language I used with all the kindergarten pupils and

Distar Language II and III designed for grates one, two, and three.

The instructional objectives of Distar I, as used at the kinde-garters level, are

as follows:

Identity Statements

Curriculum Objective: To teach the pupil to identify common objectives and

to make complete, affirmative and/or negative identity statements.

Behavioral Objective: When asked questions pertaining to the identity of

common ob ects, the student can answer in complete affirmative and/or

negative statements.

-.Polars
Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to identify, understand, and use

words that are opposites.

Behavioral Objective: When asked to identify and use descriptive adjectives

and their opposites (polars), the student can formulate complete affirmative

and negative statements.

Prepositions
Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to understand and use the basic

prepositions of location

Behavioral Objective: When asked to answer questions about the location of

objects, the student can answer in complete statements containing prepositions.

'-Pronouns

Curriculum Objectives: To teach the child to:

1. Substitute singular and plural pronouns for rouns.

2. Identify oblects described in pronoun statements.
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Behavioral Objectives: When asked to:
I. Substitute pronouns for nouns, the student can make complete

pronoun statements.

2. Find pictures that match statements containing pronouns, the
student can select the correct picture.

:-Multiple Attributes

Curriculum Objectives: To teach the child:
I. That all of the characteristics in a descriptive statement must be

true of the object described for the statement to be valid.
2. To recognize more than one attribute, or characteristic, of an

object and to describe an object in terms of its attributes.

Behavioral Objectives: When asked to:

I. Recognize identifying features of objects, the student can indicate

whether the characteristics are true of the object and can make
full statements describing the attributes of the object.

2. Determine the identity of an object, the student can figure out what

the object is by asking questions about. its attributes.

--Comparative-Superlatives

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child comparative and superlative
concepts and to compare two or more similar objects by making complete

comparative - superlative sentences.

Behavioral Objective: When asked to compare two or more objects that

differ in a pafticular dimension, such as length, the student can produce
complete comparative and superlative statements.

Location

Curriculum Objectives:

I. To teach the child to distinguish between characteristics of a

location and the location itself.

2. To teach the child to recognize characteristics that are common
to a location.
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Behavioral Objectives:

1. When given a location, the student can name the characteristics
of that location.

2. When given the characteristics of a location, the student can
identify that location.

Same-Different

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to use the concepts "same" and
-different- and to compare and contrast characteristics of objects.

Behavioral Objective: When presented with two or more objects, the
student can indicate how the objects are the same and how they are different.

;. Only

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to understand how the concept
-only" limits a situation.

Behavioral Objective: When presented with pictures of situations, the
student can use ''only" statements to describe the pictures.

Action Statements

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to identify simple actions and

to make complete affirmative and negative action statements.

Behavioral Objective: When asked simple questions pertaining to action

and function of common objects, the student can answer in complete

affirmative and negative statements.
0

Categories
Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to identify and to classify them

into a number of different categories by applying rules of classification
whenever possible.

Behavioral Objective: When asked to identify and classify objects, the
student can apply rules of classification to the objects to determine whether

they fit within a given category.
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Plurals

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to understand the difference
between singular and plural statements and to make questions and state-
ments in the singular and plural.

Behavioral Objective: When asked questions about the identity of singular
and plural objects, the student can produce complete affirmative and
negative statements.

Why

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to give causal explanations
for actions.

Behavioral Objective: When shown three pictures depicting a sequence

of actions, the student can identify and state reasons for the outcome of
the actions and indicate the results of the sequence.

,- Verbs of the Senses

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to use sense verbs and to
identify the sense organ associated with each sense verb.

Behavioral Objective: When shown pictures that can be described using

"is" (The pencil is song), the student can restate the description using an
appropriate sense verb (The pencil looks long) and can name the sense
organ associated with the sense verb.

Verb Tense

Curriculum Objective: To teach the childhild the language concepts used in

describing past, present, and future actions and to make full action
statements in the past, present, and future tenses.

Behavioral Objective: When asked to describe pictures, the student can
make full statements of action in the past, present, and future tenses.

If-Then

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to understand the cause and effect

structure of -if-then- statements as they apply to groups and actions.
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Behavioral Objective.

1. When given "if-then'' statements, the student can make deductions
about objects or actions to which they refer.

2. When given conditions that pertain to specific objects, the student

can make an "if-then'' statement about the objects by drawing

conclusions from information given.

Before -After

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to understand and state what
happens ''before" and "after" in a sequence of actions.

Behavioral Objective: When shown pictures depicting sequential action,

the student can identify the action and answer "before" and "after" questions

pertaining to the sequence.

':"Par is

Curriculum Objectives:

1. To teach the child part-whole relationships.
2. To teach the child new vocabulary dealing with objects and their

parts and to identify and give the function of objects and their parts.

Behavioral Objective: When shown an object, the student can identify it,

distinguish the parts from the whole, name the object's parts, and give the
function of the object and its parts.

::'Or

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to it.zognize that "or" can make

conditions or actions expressed indefinite.

Behavioral Objective: When given an "or" statement, the student can make
deductions about pictures relating to the statement by recognizing that the

use of ''or makes the condition or action expressed indefinite.

'All
Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to recognize what kind of inform-

ation "all" statements give and what information they do not give.
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Behavioral Objective: When given an "all" statement, the student can make
deductions about pictures by recognizing what kind of information "all"
statements give.

One

Curriculum Objective- To teach the child to understand the differen'
between "one" and "more than one" and to use criteria in a "one" statement
to figure out solutions to problems.

Behavioral Objective: When given a statement indicating what will happen

to "one" subject, the student can identify the candidate who will perform

the action on the basis of the criteria in the "one" statement.

Some, All, None

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to differentiate between some,
all, and none.

Behavioral Objective: When given statements and questions containing

"some", "all", or "none", the student can respons by following directions
or making complete "some", "all", or "none" statements.

Colors, Pattern, Shapes
Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to identify various colors,
patterns, and shapes.

Behavioral Objective: When shown pictures of objects having various colors,
patterns, and shapes, the student can identify the colors, patterns, and
shapes of the objects.

Comprehension

Curriculum Objective: To teach the child to interpret and relate what is
happening in a story that is read to him.

Behavioral Objective: When presented stories that reinforce language con-
cepts and statement patterns taught in the presentation books, the student

can answer comprehension questions about what is happening in the stories

and what the characters say and do.
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Analysis of the Pupil Population

Unfortunately the current educational view, relative to urban children's ability
to learn, tends to lump all pupils in the slow learner category. The image that

is subtly maintained is that the largest percentage of pupils who come to school

will, at best, only partially succeed. Most educators will state that twerty per-
cent of the children will learn whatever they are taught without much difficulty

but the balance will continue to be less successful academically as they progress

through school. This self fulfilling prophecy is maintained in the educational
environment of the schools by several strategies which impede change or prevent

sustained change from occuring. One of the major difficulties is that the current

instructional environments are organized based upon prescribed curriculums

which are imposed on the student by teachers, who, in most instances, decide
what to teach from this curriculum based on their own educational experiences,

values and feelings. It is the teacher then who decides what children should

learn. There is little or no analysis of the basic skills needs of the studen:s, no
assessment of their learning skills, no systematic taxonomy of what skills they
have or what skills they still must learn, if they are to succeed in school. Littl':,

if any, consideration is given to their learning style, language system, cultural
experiences or motivations to learn. The fixed curriculum, developed for middle

income children, is taught or delivered based on achievement models, normative
concepts or grade equivalents, which often adds to the dilemma of young urban

students who attempt to learn in the pre-school, kindergarten and early primary

grades. It is much simpler to shift the blame for failure to the pathology of the

child, the home, the culture of poverty, economic factors or social dysfuncti in
or whatever, than it is to develop a scientific analysis and data base of our
students' needs and to create learning environments to meet these needs, in a
systematic way, based on data, educational technology, knowledge and a complete

analysis of the problem.

From the data obtained from the assessment and evaluation in the Title III - 306 -

Project over the past three years and from the knowledge developed from the

educational research literature and other U.S. Office of Education Projects over
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the last ten years, it is sufficiently well documented so that we can now make the
following statements, with some degree of assurance, so that a clearer picture
of the educational needs of students can be defined

About 25 to 30 percent of the normal first grade population, after

two years of treatment in the Title III Program, consists of pupils
who are 1 1/2 years below their peers in those skills required to
progress normally in school, as this is presently defined, in terms
of achievement test grade equivalent scores, or normative da...
upon which the tests are based, or the child development conceets

each educator carries in his head, whatever they may be.

Thirty-five to forty percent of the normal first grade population
indicate normal skills development, but with significant basic skills
difficulties in following directions, auditory temporal processing,

short term memory, language differences and, in many instances, a
different learning style from that required by the school as now

organized, i.e., mismatch between learners and learning environments.
-There is also significant indication of vocabulary differences between

the child's out-of-school vocabulary development and the vocabulary

usually expected of entering kindergarten and first grade pupils. There

also se. 'ns to be a difference in the student's information base, which
is not recognized by the school personnel. The child has information,

but it is different from that expected by the teacher (See Robert Williams,
William Labov, Shirley liaratz, Wolfram, et al). This strata of students
constitutes the largest single corpus of students that all current and past
programs have found the most difficult to help. It is this group that

traditional curriculums have the most adverse effect upon. It is from
this group of students with normal range potential, but with basic skills

different from those required in school, that the highest incident of
school drop-outs can be expected. It is also this group that produces
the most dramatic reduction in reading achievement scores as they
progress through the primary and secondary grade levels. If we can
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find a systematic answer to the curriculum needs of this group of pupils,
much of the educational problem of urban schools will be dramatically

improved.

The top 25 to 30 percent of pupils in a normal first grade have generally
well-developed school-based skills. These pupils are what we term
"upper mobile". They are motivated to learn. They have good paying

ttention skills, average vocabularies for first grade, well developed
symbolic language systems; they also have average or above average

information base, and many of these pupils are already reading whet.

arrive at school. They indicate excellent auditory temporal proces-
.ing linked viith average or above average short and long term memory

systems, coupler with good visual and auditory language .- ,ils. How-

ever, the current educational environment often fails to meet the needs
of this strata of student too. What happens to this group is that they

tend to regress to the mean of theii- school-related peer group. They

tend to underachieve, become disinterested and lose much of their earlier
education momentum as they progress through school. These students

also become casualties of the present -ducational learning environments

becau3e these environments do not meet their unique needs. What we

are suggesting here is that current curricvlums and learning environ-
ments seem unable to meet the critical skills needs of the majority of
students entering our urban schools.
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APPLIED DIAGNOSTIC - PRESCRIPTIVE CURRICULUM

THE KINDERGARTEN PROGRAM

Diagnostic Assessmen' and Evaluation:

After each pupil has been in kindergarten for at least four weeks, we assess each
child with the following instruments:

Given individually to each pupil by the assigned language teacher are:

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Two Subtests from the I. T. P. A. (Experimental Model)

Auditory Vocal Automatic Grammar Test

AtAitory vocal Association Test
Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test

Given in small groups by the classroom teacher are:

Berry Visual Motor Integration Test

Gates Reading Readiness Test

Lorge Thorndike Non-Verbal Cognitive Abilities Test - Form A-Level

I and II.

From this data we establish:

An individual profile for each pupil.

From a summation of the individual profiles we obtain "patterns of skills",
in terms of strengths ard weaknesses, found among the pupil population.

These -pattern analyses.' supply information which facilitates the decision-

making process relative to the kind and nature of diagnostic curriculum
intervention that is required to meet the readiness for learning skills of
the pupils in the Project's population.
This diagnostic data also enables us to organize management decisions

relative to curriculum materials, time-space organization, technology
and media needs, what learning packages and materials to purchase, what
personnel is needed to implement the program and to budget Project funds.
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The evaluation design and product outcomes are also built around the

post test data obtained from the same instruments after eight months of
diagnostic instruction. (See Evaluation Design, Appendix C. )

We have also included the entire summary of the testing data from the final reports,

completed by an independent evaluator at the end of each Project year, in the "con-
clusion" section of this report. In the section of the report titled, "Going Beyond

The Data Given" you w'il find a summary of the Title III - 306 staff's findings

regarding the implicat a of the data, its value for curriculum developmentand
implications for administrative policy, decisions and judgments.

In the next part of this section, a detailed outline of the concepts used to structure
the learning environment and kindergarten curriculr n is presented.

Time - Space Orientation

Space: Each room is organized to make the most efficient arrangement to accom-
modate the movement of children, in and out of the room, every fifteen minutes
at kindergarten level and every 30 minutes at the first and second grade levels.
This arrangement enables the teacher-aide to work with small groups of children

using the special materials of the program, while the teacher eAgages a third of

the class in reading. We also establish an Auditory PerceptaLi Listening Center
and a Distar Reading Center, which is separated by thrce to five room dividers
used to cut down distracting visual stimuli and to fit room space to the cognitive

needs of the children. Outside of the room we use any small space suited to ac-

commodate from five to twelve children, who are serviced by a full time Distar
Language teacher and a Movigenics teacher. We also use parts of recreation

rooms, small classrooms or auditorium stage space for the Movigenics teacher
(physical movement education). By organizing classroom and other available

building space not normally used every day, we are able to break up the "square

box" - one room-syndrome. Organizing time-space dimensions enables children

to move, in an orderly fashion, in and out of the classroom and to be education-

ally treated in small groups by para-professionals.
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Time: Linked with the organization of space, we also organize time into curriculum
modules of fifteen minute (15 minute) segments for the kindergarten curriculum

and half hour (30 minute) segments for first and second grade children. The pur-

pose of the time scheduling is to intensify, sequentialize and structure the teach-
ing process to assure the maximum input in each school day. I time scheduling,

we are also able to get more learning out of each day. Further the current
literature indicates that the major impact on learning is obtained by the intensity
and sequencing of instruction. High intensity produces the highest rate of learning
among the variables related in instruction. (Appendix - Project Time Schedule. )

In summary, time-space organization becomes a technology for organizing the
conditions of learning. This is a critical variable that is not sufficiently attended
to in traditional programs. There is a considerable amount of teaching time lost
each day under the more traditional approaches. By utilizing space outside of the
classroom, we are able to obtain small group instruction with the assistance of
team teachirg and para-professionals. Through these procec'ures, we have

changed learning environments for young elementary school children. We have
broadened the world of school from one room - one teacher, to three rooms and
four different adult personalities each day. By these arrangements of time a id

space we have intensified, structured and sequentialized learning which is a basic
mix required in the environment of the elementary school.

The curriculum intervention is based on the assessed decoding needs of the
Proiect's population in six areas of Human Information Processing. These are:

Gross Motor Development

Fine Motor and Tactile - Kinesthetic Development

Visual Perception

Auditory Perception

Language - Communication - Reading

Cognitive Learning Skills

All the above learning channels arc programmed in parallel to improve decoding

of all automatic processing skills. It is basic to all higher order learning that the

if,
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automatic-temporal processing skills be well developed if pupils are to survive in

school. Input must precede output.

Further, it is emphatically stated that there is no linear relationship between the
above taxonomy of psycholinguistic skills and reading. However, if children are
inefficient, or do not possess these skills when they enter school, and if the school
learning environment only haphazardly teaches these basic skills, about sixty per-
cent of the children will be delayed in the cognitive learning and reading develop-

ment. The frustration and failure of this large body of children who find informa-
tion processing difficult, in spite of normal potential, causes them to become the
school failures, behavior disorders and school dropouts at the higher grade levels.

It is imperative that we develop a diagnostic-prescriptive intervention curriculum
which is based on the skills needs of children. This project and the following cur-

riculum design is devoted to this goal.

Kindergarten Curriculum:

Gross Motor Developmelit: via a Modified - Barsch - Movigenics Program

This area of the Project model is based on the movigenics curriculum developed

by Dr. Ray H. Barsch in the following two source documents:

Achieving Perceptual Motor Efficiency, Volume #1 by Ray H. Barsch

Enriching Perception and Cognition Techniques for Teachers, Volume #2

by Ray H. Barsch. Both published by Special Child Publications,

4535 Union Bay North East, Seattle, Washington 98105.

Dr. Barsch defines - "Movigenics as the study of the origin and development of

movement patterns leading to learning efficiency".

There are twel dimensions pertaining to human learning which constitute the

basic curriculum in this area of human information processing.

All children in kindergarten receive instruction instruction in the twelve areas of

the movigenics curriculum. For 15 minutes, on alternate days, this section of

the protect is conducted by ....wo physical education teachers assigned to the program.
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These two teachers service over five hundred children each week in the imple-

mentation of the movigenics curriculum.

The twelve dimensions of the movigenics curriculum are:

Muscular Strength

Dynamic Balance

Spatial Awareness

Body Awareness

Visual Dynamics

Auditory Dynamics

Kinesthesia

Tactual Dynamic

Bilaterality

Rhythm

Flexibility

Motor Planning

Additional task orientation and theoretical thinking for the movigenics curriculum

is also integrated into the program from the works of Newell Kephart - The Slow

Learner in the Classroom and Gerald N. Getman - How to Develop Your Child's

Intelligence. There is also other source information which the teachers have
applied in the expansion of the movigenics curriculum. See Appendix.

Perceptual-Motor Learning: Fine Motor System

The curriculum intervention in this area of the model is conducted by the para-

professional assigned to each Kindergarten. In each classroom the pupils are
divided into three groups, based on teacher judgment, assessment instruments
and reading development in the Dis tar Systems.

The curriculum-used in this area of the taxonomy or sub-system is based on a
manual for the development of visual motor perception developed by the Title III

Staff. Within the manual there is arranged a series of twenty-five (25) instruc-
tional objectives, organized around the five areas of visual perception developed

by Dr. Marion Frostig. These areas are:

::- Visual Motor

Figure- Ground

Perceptual - Constancy

Position in Space

Space Relationships
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In order to place each child in this sub-system, the para-professional administers
the Marion Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception. The test is modified

to provide entry into the sub-system. We do not score the test to obtain a score.
We use the Frostig test as entry procedure to place the child in the Frostig Pro-
gram at the level of his competencies. When each child's level of entry has been
determined, each pupil is then given a pre-post criterion evaluation. The pre-post

criterion test consists of giving the pupil the last exercise in a series of exercises
in the Frostig Program. Example: Frostig: Visual Motor Coordination Exercises,
1 - 29.

Pretest: Exercise 29 - last exercise in series; scoring: Pass/Fail

If th.: pupil passes the pretest (exercise 29), he advances to the next pretest, the
last exercise in the next higher series of exercises in Visual Motor Coordination.
If the student fails the pretest, he begins on the first exercise of the series and
continues to the end of the series. In this example, if he failed exercise 29 (the
pretest), he would enter the system and be required to do all exercises from 1 to
29 under the Visual Motor Coordination sub-curriculum.

Post Test: When he has completed all exercises 1 - 29, he is given exercise
29 again; if he fails exercise 29 again, but passes 70 percent of all exercises
between 1 - 29, he is permitted to go on. If he obtains a criterion of less

than 70 percent, he should be recycled using the supplementary materials
listed under each instructional objective. When he has completed the addi-

tional programming, based on the supplementary materials, he is re-evalu-
ated at the discretion of the teacher and the para-professional. See Appendix D

for a modified example of the Visual Motor Manual. For the/materials used

in Visual Perceptual Training sub-system, see Appendix A (materials list).

Auditory Perception (i.e., auditory linguistic analysis and language acquisition)

The need to improve the auditory information processing skills of urban kinder-
garten and lower elementary pupils has been well documented in the current child

development research literature. Our assessment and evaluation data also rein-

forces the observations and findings summarized in the educational literature.
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Based on this body of knowledge, which points up the strong need for skills train-
ing in learning how to listen, follow direction, and the decoding of school based

language and information, we developed a highly intensified program of listening

procedures which centers around the following media equipment and "soft ware"
technology.

Each classroom in the pro,-ct is equipped with:

1 - Norelco 150 Cassette Player
1 - Califon Listening Center

10 - Headsets.

This equipment is organized in a listening area which is permanently established
in a convenient space in the room. The headsets and listening c enter remain on

thy: desk, organized for use at any time.

The listening curriculum is conducted for fifteen minutes each day with groups of
eight to ten children. While the teacher is doing listening, the para-professional
is working with the balance of the class on visual motor training tasks.

The ''soft ware" curriculum is organized from simple to complex. At the kinder-
garten level we use the following learning systems. For name of publishers see
materials list, Appendix A.

Talking with Mike by Dr. Ruth Golden

Listen Mark and Say by Dr. Leo Gotkin

Trip to the Moon by Dr. Leo Gotkin

Ears

Space Talk

Audio Reading Lab-Level A

Michigan Language Program by Snlith and Smith

The above list of software systems are designed to enable the child to develop
attending, temporal sequencing and automatic auditory processing skills vital to

school learning and survival. Much of the materials also reinforce the much

needed skill of following directions. Some of the recently added materials such
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as Ears, Space Talk, Audio Reading Lab - Level A, and the Michigan Language
Program are designed to assist pupils in developing the initial skills associated
with the early stage of reading: word attack, vocabulary, use of clues and language

analysis.

The listening center approach to learning is a vital and critical need of urban
children. Teaching auditory linguistic process tasks is a vital area of interven-
tion in this project.

Auditory linguistic learning of school based language may very well be one of the

most critically overlooked needs in the public education of urban pupils. We have

tried to develop in this project a highly sequentialized program of auditory process

learning and auditory linguistic tasks which will assist the pupil to learn the lan-

guage of the school through the process of auditory learning.



THE FIRST GRADE PROGRAM

The first grade curriculum in the Project continues to deal with the developmental
readiness-for-learning curriculum. One of the major objectives of the program
is to help pupils master skills that are pre-conditions of more formal learning
and which often are assumed in traditional programs. Further, the skills levels
continue to increase in difficulty in all areas of the taxonomy.

The learning and educational package and media software materials become more
difficult and specific as the pupil progresses through the program. There are,
built in at every level, process assessments to assure that pupils are, in fact,
attaining the levels of skills development at the 80 percent criterion established
for the entire program. Two Title III - 306 staff members along with the class-
room teacher engage in process checks at time intervals specified in the evalua-
tion design. This information is given to the teacher and is also used for the
interim report, which is used as a tool for programatic improvement, change in
process behaviors of learners, and as a management tool for decision making
relative to the effectiveness of the intervention.

Curriculum at this level is scheduled in 30 minute frames. The pupils are divided
into four groups. These groups change every 30 minutes in a revolving procedure.

In a typical Title III classroom, at the first grade level, one fourth of the pupils
are having:

1/4 Distar Reading - Classroom Teacher
1/4 Visual Motor Training - Para-professional in the classroom
1/4 Distar Language - Language Teacher out of the classroom in assigned

space.

1/4 Movigenics - Physical Education Teacher, also out of the classroom in
assigned space

During a second one hour time frame the classroom teacher engages three differ-
ent groups of pupils il0 or less) in auditory perceptual training procedures using
a variety of special software media systems designed for this purpose. (See
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materials list, Appendix A. ) While the teacher is engaging a group of pupils in

listening, the para-professional is directing prescribed visual perceptual and
pre-writing programs as outlined in the handbook of Visual Motor Training devel-

oped by the program staff. 3y organizing time, space and personnel in this
fashion, we can insure small group instruction, intensification of instruction. and
an organized sequential and structured program using specifically researched

educational materials organized in a systematic way from simple to complex,

based on the patterned needs of small groups of pupils with similar learning
profiles.

By the management of the learning environment we are also able to change teacher

behavior and to insure that diagnostic needs of pupils are specifically attended to.
Further, we are able to train teachers, para-professionals and ancillary person-
nel, on the job, in the new use of time, space, new educational packages, and how

to use the concept of a diagnostic-prescriptive approach in the educational man-
agement of pupils.

The next step in the programatic development is to write specific instructional
objectivcs for every area of the readiness-for-learning taxonomy. The specific

areas covered in the first grade program are the following readiness for learning

skills used in school.

Gross Motor Learning - Movigenics Curriculum
Visual Motor Perception - Visual and Fine Motor Training Curriculum.

(See Visual Motor Training Handbook developed by the Title III Staff. )

Auditory Perceptual Training Program (See materials list, Appendix A. )

Dis tar Reading System I, II, III

Dis tar Language System I, II

Pupils also have Arithmetic, Art, Music and whatever other curriculum

the school offers.
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THE SECOND GRADF PROGRAM

At this le\ el the curriculum the students are proceeding into higher levels of
patterns of learning tasks. Hierarchies are patterns of learning tasks that lead
up to a terminal skill. Each subordinate task would be a prerequisite for the
task above it and would mediate transfer for that task. The basic premise under-
lying learning hierarchies is that failure to learn a particular skill is principally
due to lacl- of essential subordinate skills, and conversely, that learning should
be easy to induce if all relevant subordinate skills are possessed by the learner.
Presumably, the use of hierarchies can help overcome the difficulties many
learners find in trying to acquire skills at all levels of school learning. As de-
scribed above the necessity for recycling pupils who fail to master basic skills
after initial exposure seems to require additional exposure to basic program
tasks. At this level we find a vast spread occuring in the learning rate among
the students. The program proceeds primarily on the mastery level of the stu-
dents. All pupils have been regrouped when entering second grade based on their

Distar Reading levels. All group one (1) Distar pupils comprise a single class,
all group tw' (2) and three 131 make the other classrooms. At this level all pupils

receive the following prescriptive curriculum.

Movigenics (all)

Visual Motor Perceptual Training (only the slower pupils who require it)

Auditory Perceptual Training (all pupils receive training at different
levels of skills proficienc y and difficulty). The program materials
become more highly complex at this level. Each of the three groups

in every classroom in the Protect spend twenty (20) minutes per group
on listening activities. Each classroom is equipped with a listening

center and organized -software" curric ulum for listening and language

development. (See Appendix A 1

Distar Language I - II: All pupils receive instruction from a special
langua....,- teacher. Some pupils, based on their learning rate, are in

Dis tar and pupils are in Distar Language II. At the Distar Language

II 1, el le cognitive skills pro( ess comes into play along with the
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increased complexity of the use of logic and language for reasoning,

problem solving and thinking. It takes 50 percent of the pupils three

years to complete Distar Language II, which means to the end of third

grade.

Distar Reading I - II: In reading, the pupil's learning rate again deter-
mines how fast each pupil progresses through the reading curriculum.

Each pupil must master 80 percent of the basic skills at one level before
moving to the next lesson of higher difficulty. There is much recycling

based on built-in criterion testing. Because of the need for skill mastery
at the second grade level there is again a large spread in levels of mas-
tery. Some pupils will only complete Distar I by the middle of the second

grade, and they will not complete Distar II until the end of third grade.

Other pupils complete Distar II by the middle of second grade.

At the second grade level each classroom in the entire Project in all
four schools is scheduled for fifty minutes into the High Intensity Learn-
ing System - Reading, designed by Dr. S. Alan Cohen and distributed by

Random House. (For details of this portion of the program, see Appen-

dix B.

The entire curriculum process in the program, at this level, is designed to inten-
sify, at higher levels of difficulty and complexity, those skills so vital to school

surival. These skills are: language, reading, and cognitive-symbol skills asso-
ciated with decoding, short and long term memory, attending to details, specific
meaning, following complex directions, logic and reasoning skills for strategy

building, and learning to write expressively. The curriculum complexity is based

upon the learning rate of each individual learner geared to his level of mastery of

the skills being taught.

The entire second grade curriculum is scheduled and organized in time and space

outside of the classroom, as it is at the kindergarten and first grade level.

The addition of the lligh Intensity Learning System - ading at second grade

level adds an extensive curriculum in all tht language, listening and comprehension
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skills required for pupils to become mature readers. The linking of the Informa-
tion Processing Model with the High Intensity Learning System - Reading makes
for a near complete elementary educational model, with an opened-servo system

for improvement, expansion and further development of the curriculum needs of
urban pupils as they are discovered.

For all other areas of the curriculum such as arithmetic, art, music, science
and social studies, the teacher follows the standard curriculum.

The Title III - 306 Program at the kindergarten level is scheduled for two hours
every day, and at the first and second grade level the program is scheduled for
two and one half hours each day.

Reading at the Second Grade

At the second grade level all children in the program are proceeding through the

Dis tar Reading System in small groups with pupils with similar learning patterns.

Children are moved between groups based upon each child's rate of learning and
mastery. Shortly after the mid-term of the second grade, many of the top group
(Group I Pupils) finish Distar II and proceed into Distar III or any of the other

upper elementary reading programs, such as Lippincott, SRA or the Bank Street
Reading Program, depending upon the particular school. Distar III has been well
received in those schools where funds have been available to purchase the system.

We highly recommend Distar III as an instructional system for reading at second
and third grade level.

in order to intensify the reading process and to systematically improve the read-
ing levels of pupils in the prolect, we have linked the Information Processing
Model Curriculum of Learning Readiness with the High Intensity Learning System

Reading developed by Dr. S. Alan Cohen and Dr. Anne M. Mueser, and distributed

by Random House. (here are four of these centers, one in each of the four Title III
schools.

The HILS - Reading has four basic components:

A Classroom Management System that enables one teacher to manage the

individual curriculums of thirty (30 or more students per class hour
46
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(150 students per day). The heart of that management system is the

Catalogue of Instructional Objectives and Prescriptions. With each of

the 500 specific reading objectives in the catalogue is a list of precise
instructional activities enabling the teacher to prescribe for each student's
unique needs. These needs are pinpointed by criterion performance

assessments, called "Check-Ins", for each instructional objective. A
parallel set of "Check-Outs" assesses mastery. A single-page student
record f )rm allows the teacher 'o keep all the records needed.

A Collection of Reading Materials from over fifty (50) different publishers
includes books; kits, audio-visual materials and workbooks, all self-in-
structicnal and many non-consumable

A Staff Development and Support System. Random House provides pro-

fessional consultants to supervise the training of teachers and to support
this unique curriculum design during its first year in operation. Before

the end of the first year, the school is able to administer HILS and imple-
ment 1,s own staff development without outside consultants.

An Update and Modification System. Every operating High Intensity

Reading Center is provided with the latest modification of management

:trategies. Because it is an open-end changing system, HILS maintains

a national dis3emination network available, including the information

:cc _!ssary to code in these materials as Catalogue Prescriptions.
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PROCESS EVALUATION

7or detailed analysis of the evaluation design and procedures the reader is refer-
ed to Appendix C.

A similar evaluation procedure was conducted at each level every year. We also
conducted an in-depth "good - poor reader" research on eighty (80) pupils, split.

into two groups (40 "good" readers and 40 "poor" readers) selected at random

from the tot al population of second grade pupils in the project located in the four

different project schools.

"rood" readers were the forty (40) highest MAT scores in rank order, while the
"poor" readers were the forty (40) lowest MAT scores in rank order from the
lowest score upwards. The MAT scores at the end of first grade were used as
the basis of selection.

Over the past three years of this program, much time and energy has been devoted
to the development of process evaluations and observations. If we are to solve
the failure problem in urban education, we must develop information at the process
level in Cu. classroom. This will require much additional effort on the part of the

educational leadership in the schools and the skills of not only the teachers, but
all the ancillary personnel associated with elementary classroom activities. At

the present time we do not possess sufficient information as to why children suc-
ceed or why they fail in school. We spend too much time attending to product out-

-imes, when in reality the process is the product. If we really want to move

toward the solution of our educational problems in urban education, much effort,

similar to the evaluation efforts worked out in the Title III - 306 evaluation design,

is absolutely imperative.

All the interim reports of the Proje( t evaluators, issued over the past three years,
were primarily based on our process t valuation procedures. (See Appendix C. )

Copies of all interim reports, based (Li the process evaluation, are available from

the Project Director.
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PRODUCT

OUTCOMES OF THE PROGRAM

The Title III Program developed, in depth, the following procedures in the three

major areas of the Title III Guidelines, i. e. , Management, Process, and Product.

The product outcome in the management process over the three years of the
Project's existance has been the development of a stems approach as a manage-
ment tool. The delivery system developed around the systems notion is derived

from-

System Science Knowledge

Systems as Technology.

Applied system science deals with the study and analysis of "organized complexity".
Associated with this discipline are two interacting disciplines of topclogy and cy-

bernetics, which are two ways of using data and information for decision making

and organizing resources.

Another management tool which has been extensively used to organize both process

and product outcomes is the concept of models. As previously defined in an early

section of this report, a model.
Describes and helps us understand complex systems

Helps us learn complex skills

Helps us see new relationships

Provides the framework for experimentation
May indicate areas in which experimentation is not possible

Assists in engineering design.

The basis of the readiness-for-learning curriculum is an Information Processing

Model. Within this model are all the above defined aspects of a systems approach.
The model, as a management tool, helps us to understand the complex process of

decoding and learning required of the human organism, if it is to adapt in a school

environment.
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The model also acts as a basic outli:ie for organizing: classroom environments,
time-space continuum, material, sulplies and media purchases, organization of
instructional objectives, the design of both pupil and curriculum assessments and
in the use of an evaluation design and the employment of an outside evaluator and

educational accomplishment auditor as mandated by the Title III guidelines.

All of the lbove concepts have successfully been applied in the Title III Project.

Process

The Title III - 306 guidelines put strong emphasis on establishing a much neglected
area of public education: evaluation and assessment of process outcomes.

During the past three years much time and energy have been devoted to the devel-

opment of the techniques for assessing what takes place in the educational process
after instruction has occurred. The evaluation designs developed by each of the

evaluators employed by the Project Director made a direct contribution to the
development of these management tools. (See Appendix C.

In the area of process evaluation, there is much additional work required before

more explicit and definitive outcomes can be understood. One of the most neces-
sary parts of the process management area is the writing of specific instructional
objectives in behavioral terms. Associated with this process is the development
of criterion reference tests and the development of pupil process records of what
skills areas pupils have succeeded in and what areas still require work. The

Project Director will continue to develop the process objectives and criterion
assessments even though the program has ended.

Produc t

The use of the achievement test and standardized reading test is one of the most
unsatisfactory of management tools. The results from such tests do not give you

information until after the entire instructional year has been completed. This ad
hoc data is of little value for correcting the ongoing process.

The product test scores often do nut measure what has been taught. This is es-
pecially true of the MAT Reading Test. It often does not reflect how much children
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have learned in a protect design, such as that used in the Title III model. Further-
more, it does not reflect very efficiently the results of a reading system which
teaches decoding skills, such as the Distar Reading System.

An Introductory Statement on the Results and Conclusions

At our present level of knowledge, educational research is never likely to be able
to point to such dramatic breakthroughs as the Salk vaccine, unlocking the power

of the atom or getting to the moon. In educational research gains have been, and

will continue to be, small and incremental rather than occuring as discrete and
dramatic accomplishments. To educational administrators who become impatient
with educational research be,:ause it does not produce dramatic change or findings,
we can only say please be patient and learn to be satisfied with gradual improve-

ment, rather than in one or more quantum jumps in effectiveness. We can recom-
mend, however, that a strong R & D department is urgently required in large
school districts like Newark. We need to utilize new research knowledge to create,

rearrange and improve our current learning environments at the classroom level,
if we are to solve the learning and educational difficulties of urban caildren. The

staff and the Director of the Title III - Program have tried to synthesize the major
and important contributions of R & D to education in the past decade. These include:

Detailed analyses of the steps in basic learning of language and number

skills which will lead to programs for individualized instruction.

Research tested instructional packages These have been extensively

utilized in the educational structure of the Title III Program.
Use of reward and reinforcement schedules as a means to improve

classroom behavior and academic achievement.

Assessment procedures tailored to specific educational objectives, per-
mitting specific evaluation of how well the objectives are being achieved.

The u,e of data and empirical findings for the development of curriculums

structured base.
Use of formative testing as a measure of the effectiveness of educational

intervention
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The results and conclusions that follow are from the Program data, observations
and applied theory. These res,ilts are based on a quasi-research design which
attempts to utilize the above findings and the philosophy of science approach uti-
lized by today's educational researchers.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Results

The following summary is what the data indicates about pupil performance and

the effects the readiness-for-learning and reading curriculum has on various
groups of pupils receiving treatment in the program. This data is from the eval-

uation report submitted by Dr. S. Alan Cohen for the end of the second project

year, i.e., end of first grade It should also be mentioned that the basic quasi-

research design of the Title III - 306 Program is longitudinal in nature. Children

who remain in each school have received the educational treatment provided by the

-a-riculum for a period of three years, starting with kindergarten through and

incoming se, ofid grade. For anyone interested in the statistical data there are
complete conlputs_.r orint-outs on all data coded to all the significant tables in the

final report. These records are open to any who might be interested. The follow-

ing statistical operations are coded for computer analysis which consists of:

Analyses of variance Lo test differences in means.

Pearson Product moment correlations.
Point Hi- serial correlations.
Multiple correlations were run on all the appropriate data, including

pre-post gain scores.
Regression coefficients were drawn allowing the evaluator to designate
;he exact amounts of gain or loss in original raw score units (grade, age,

days absent, etc. i of the independent variables that could account for the

gain or loss in the dependent variable. tFor more detail see Dr. Cohen's

Final Report- End of Second Project Year). The data analysis was organ-

ized by Dr. Cohen for presentation to the computer and for the formula-

tion into tables. In order for the reader to understand how the data is

organized by Dr. Cohen, it is necessary to present the model he used.

Dr. Cohen designated the.
1-3,abwi., Pi( tore 1.-o( abolary Test IPPVT)

Illinois Tests of Psvcholonguistic Abilities (ITPA-2.) subtests were used:

Grammar and the Assoc iation subtest (Experimental Version).



Lorge Thorndike Intelligence Test: Level I - Form A.

As an identifiable category of language and cognition, "ability" tests as distinct
from the reading and perceptive-motor categories. Dr. Cohen further state,
"abilities do not imply inherited potential. As this and do2 ms of other studies

demonstrate, the variables tested on these instruments are able to be learned and,
therefore, able to be taught. These ''abilities" appear less specific and are the
more global uehaiors underlying reading and writing. They were analyzed as

those behaviors that lurk just behing the obvious reading behaviors tapped on the
Wide Range and Metropolitan Achievement Test". f.=

Analysis o: Reading Test Scores:

Wide Range Achievement Test

Metropolitan Reading Test

Word Knowledge

Word Discriminati,n

Reading - Comprehension.

The basic evaluation design was :,ost-test analysis using national norms as the

comparison criterion.

The tests were given at grade on tactually at grade 1.7). Two basic forms of

data were the grade level score and the percent of students above grade

level.

Final Evaluation Title III - 306 End of Second Protect Year - Evaluator, Dr. S
Alan Cohen. A copy of Dr. Cohen's report can be obtained from Mr Robert D.
Adams, Newark Hoard of Education, Newark, N. J.
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Summary of Results End of Second Project Year

The students who nad a previous year of program treatment in kinder-
garten, in seven months of instruction in grade 1, made:

On the PPVT, about 8 1/2 months growth

On ITPA Grammar subtest, about 15 months growth
On ITPA Association, about 15 months growth

On the Lorge Thorndike, about four (4) IQ points to 98 IQ.

At the end of grade 1, the Title III - 306 students, as a whole, were still
30 months below norms on PPVT, 17 months below norms on ITPA-Gram,

6 months below norms on ITPA Assoc. and 3 IQ points below the magic 100.

The boys did slightly better than the girls on all the ability tests. Those

Title III - 306 first graders who had a previous year of Title III kinder-
garten did from two to seven months better than the students who had no

Title III kindergarten on PPVT and ITPA. They also got 6 IQ points more
as well.

Neither absences nor age influenced gains on PP' T, ITPA or Lorge
Thorndike.

As a whole, the students exceeded grade level on the Metropolitan Read-

ing Tests, but lust missed grade level on the WRAT.

The second year in Title III - 30b students did three to four months better
in reading than the first year Title III - 306 students.

-DA enty to 28 percent nr,re second year Title III - 306 students exceeded

grade level in reading than did first year Title III - 306 students.

Avon Avenue School students did consistently better on the reading post-

tests than the other three schools' students.

The girls did slightly better than the boys in reading.

Absences influenced reading scores. Ten absences equals a 40 percent
to a full month's loss in reading score.
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Jumping, Body I. D. , Wcpman and Beery improved significantly.

Boys gained more on the Purdue Backward, while girls gained more on
Jumping.

The students who were in Title III - 306 kindergarten a year ago did
better on the Wepman than did children new to the treatment.

Absence had no influence on perceptuo-motor performance.

The Wepman has very little to do with reading, but seems to be related
to PPVT performance.

The Beery is highly related to all four reading tests.

But all the movigenics tests have no relationship to learning, language,
and reading abilities tests in this study.

Conclusions

The following conclusions are from Dr. S. Alan Cohen's final evaluation report
at the end of the second Frotect Year:

The data shows that by all reasonable criteria the Title III - 306 Project
was dramatically successful. The pupils who have two years of program

treatment showed gains greater than what normal middle class children
ordinarily make on most of the reading and ability tests.

There is no question that children benefited far more after two years
with the program than after one year. (This is viable reason for institu-
tionalizing this curriculum at kindergarten and first grade. The results

are empirically validated. )

Even with the dramatic gains shown in the "abilities" skills profile of
pro'ect population, the educational deficits on those evaluation instruments

requiring language skills remain significantly low. Continued program-

atic treatment is recommended at least for another year in order to per-
mi, a larger numor of pupils to master these critical decoding language
skills tapped by the PPVT and the ITPA.
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The program had a marked effect on reading achievement, especially

on those pupils who had attended the Title III - 306 kindergarten the pre-
vious year. Fifty to sixty percent of the second year Title III - 306 stu-
dents scored above the national norms compared to twenty-two to thirty-

nine percent of the first year Title III - 306 students.

The data also shows that the Distar Reading System does not produce

significant gains in reading comprehension as it does in word attack skills
as measured by the Word Knowledge and Word Discrimination subtest of

the Metropolitan Beading Test.

The Distar Reading System does enable pupils to learn to decode early

in their school life and it also enables them to experience success in

learning the code of the graphic symbol system. It also seems to meet

the assessed language needs of all the pupils in the program, because it
is sequential, structured, based on a success model, and the system per-
mits pupils to move at their own rate without the pressure of competing

with pupils who learn at a faster rate

The Distar Reading System also is geared to "mastery learning concept".
The child only moves to a higher order skill after he has met a fixed
criterion of skills learned at a lower level.

School environments do seem to make a difference on the reading achieve-
ment of pupils. Avon Avenue and 14th Avenue showed consistently higher

reading achievement scores compared to Harriet Tubman and 18th Avenue

Schools.

Once again, the variable of sex difference indicates that girls on all three
tests of the MAT outperform the bbys. But we continue to teach as if

boys and girls both learned to read at the same rate, when this does not

seem to be the case

Absence influenced readim achievement on the post-test reading perform-

ance from 2/5 to a full month s achievement for every 10 absences.
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Attending the Title III - 306 kindergarten did have substantial influence

,:n the Wepman Auditory discrimination of word pairs.

The data also shows that the lack of correlation between the group of
skills termed perceptive motor by Dr. Cohen, and measured on the
Roach-Kephart Motor Performance Scale and Beery Visual Motor Inte-

gration test, do not contribute to the learning abilities of this population.
The correlations between perceptive-motor tests and the "abilities" test -
PPVT, ITPA and Lorge Thorndike IQ hover around the zero correlation

figure.

These are additional conclusions that can be drawn from the data:

There are several important findings provided by the data that should
have significant effect on curriculum design and administrative direction,

if we are to find the solution to learning and reading failure of pupils.

We can predict, with a high degree of probability, who the reading and
learning high risk pupil will be at the end of second grade. We can do
this very successfully at the end of kindergarten. Why do we wait, as
we do now, until the end of third grade'

There are several significant skills areas which still do not respond
rapidly enough to treatment. These are:

Attending to critical cues.
Difficulty of following directions presented verbally.

Difficulty with auditory processing of three level commands.

Short term memory.
Blending- spelling words by sound

Reading comprehension skills as measured on the MAT.

The following conclusions relate to the management and process objective of the

Pro ect:
The (on( ept (,f a s:sten,s approat i as a management tool, using an Inform-

ation Pro«ssing Model, is an xt client means of delivering services

--,8
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and of organizing learning environments and personnel to achieve change

in an elementary school.

The use of an evaluation design is an efficient way to obtain process in-
formation about classroom learning environments and is an excellent way

of obtaining data about these environments in order to improve them.

There is one dramatic fact that can be concluded from the data and organ-

ization obtained from the system used in the Title III - 306 Project. We
t an bring about significant change in the Eerformance of urban pupils.

They can learn! Of this there is no doubt! The most difficult and obvious

fact, however, is that vke seem to he totally unable to ''sustain change"

in schools, even when it is empirically supported by data, political back-
ing an-1 professional consent. Why this is so will be dealt with in the

section of this report titled 'Going Beyond the Data Given".



GOING BEYOND THE DATA GIVEN

This section of the report consists of an integration of the analysis and synthesis
of information, observations and experience coupled with the data obtained from

our program evaluation procedures, evaluators and consultant advice and input,
along with current knowledge obtained from the educational research literature
and other government programs developed over the last ten years. The remarks
and observations presented here are what appear to us to be some of the interpre-
tation that can be made from a change model. The analysis and conclusions reached

are the basic processes which need to be established, if we are to move in a di-
rection of successful approximation to the solution of the educational problem con-
fronting urban elementary education.

The areas covered in this section of the report are not necessarily sequential,
but all the analyses are pertinent i- system directed to obtaining information to
be used in solving problems. These are some of the concepts and ideas which the

data suggest to us, but which are often overlooked or deliberately ignored when

attempts are being made to find workable solutions. We also offer these analyses
to encourage further study and discussion of the more difficult problems that con-
front the educational leadership in the schools, but which are also at times politic-
ally unsavory and too difficult to deal with, so that they are ignored. A change
agent has an obligation not only to bring about change in schools, but to sustain

change and to speak to those bureaucratic processes, political-social situations
and human indifferences which prevent the sustaining of change after it occurs.
This then is the main objective and goal of the analysis that follows.

As a support for the validity of the findings and outcomes of the Title III - 306
Protect based upon the Information _Jrocessing Model, a review of some of the
current research in reading is presented.

The implications of current reading research and how it relates to the Title III -
Information Processing Mood is outlined in the following aralysis:

Our data (recommendations from our Program Evaluators and Project Literacy
at Cornell University, outlined by Joanna Williams, one of the principal
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investi4ators) offers suggestions and leads which we highly recommend to all

adminisLrators, teaCiers and ank.iiiary personnel. The data also offers support

for the findings of this program.

Most of our current theories of reading stern from research in cognitive psycho-
logy. The field of cognition, like the reading process, is highly complex. Cogni-

tion is the study of the process by which knowledge is acquired: this includes

perception, memory and thinking. When this knowledge is applied to basic cogni-

tive processes as they are manifested in educational-type .asks, we get the follow-
ing recommendations from the experimenter in the psychology of reading.

o In the first phase that are fundamental to learning to rear, are

developed, namely, speech and the "graphic art". Since, for the normal

child, written material is a second-order-symbol system that decodes to
speech, some competence in learning and speaking must precede the

reading act ";.

(This is a reason for using both Distar Reading and Language Systems as an

instructional device. I

A theoretical reason for the use of visual motor perceptual training programs in
a readiness system is outlined further in the Gib..,on model-

"The fundamental ',raphic art' is scribbling, an:I the reinforcement for this acti-
vity comes from the oppor.iit,- to see marks lust made. The child develops

awarenes of graphic feature= such as continuity, intersections, part-whole rela-
tionship, position in space, c tc (See Appendix A for the detailed subsystem for

such training, also Appendix )

-The ch,ld then differentiates 'writing' and drawing' and then must differentiate

the alphabet leters

,ioanna Williams - arning to Read A Review of Theories and Models" -

Final (Tort Sc Ie Appendix El



Gibson states that the differentiation is done on the basis of distinctive features.

Learning the distinctive features and shapes of the letters is called 'content
learning'".

"In addition to content learning, perceptual development also includes the devel-

opment of active strategies, such as comparison and systematic scanning. both

the content and the strategies are motivated by a desire to reduc^ uncertainty and
to give structure to the world. It is this that reinforces perceptual development."

The second phase involves decoding, that is, mapping written text to speech sounds.

There is no one-to-one correspondence between sound and orthography; and Gibson

recommends that training :n correspondence be done within a rule-oriented frame-
work, so that children will be able to make inductions from a wide variety of
examples

The third phase concerns learning rules of unit formation. As the child becomes

more st.illed, he will use tt-,e structural principles to organize information and he

will be able to read in larger, more efficient units. Gibson has noted the follow-

ing type of structural principles in written text: co' respondence rules between the
phonological system and the graphological system rules of orthography, with no

consideration of sound; f;rammatical constraints. and meaning, which provides

context and expe,tancies about what is to come.

In summary, Gibson's work is aimed at discovering the unit-forming principles
in reading activity and, when they are determined, the training methods that will
promote effective strategies of perceptual search and detection of structure.

The Information Processing Model utilized -ts the basis of the Title III - 306 Program

has attempted to apply many, if not all, the principles outlined in the Gibson model.

A farther summary of reading research suggests that much of what we have been
doing in th Title III - 306 Program has validity, relative to cuncent kni wledge

based on this research. Joanna Williams, a principal investigator from the
Project Literacy and the present editor of the Joul ial of Educational Psychology,

stated that we do have some knowledge of how a good program of instruction

should be constructed:
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It is structured and organized.

It minimizes possibilities of failure.

It starts with simple high-contrast, highly cued items and progresses
toward complex items which have stringent response requirements

We have Knowledge about learning strategies that can be built into

instructior for re-earsal, for organization and for rule learning.

We know something about engineering attention in the classroom.

We are fairly sure that we should concentrate our efforts for the most
part on direct instruction (Dis tar and the entire Title III - 306 Program
is predicated on the direct teacning process), and not rely on what will
be achieved through transfer, a major assumption of traditional education.

We can provide for individual differences in rate of learning and, to some
extent, preference (the basic concept behind the High Intensity Learning
System-Reading).

But to do the ,ob well, we must learn much more about all of these things. We
are just beginning to develop our understanding of the complexities of the reading

process and the way in which the skills -^eading are acquired. In a large meas-
ure, the extent to w,hich we maKe furthe ogress will depend on future develop-

ment in the broad area of perceptal and cognitive development research.

The entire macrosys tem of (tie Information Processing Model is devoted to such

empirical development coupled with a systems approach as a model for unlocking

to complexity of the reading process and as a way 'o apply, in a synthesized

manner, the best of current research in cognition, perception, language acquisi-
tion and development, research on the reading process, learning to read, and the
development of reading models. We have demonstrated the value of the Informa-
tion Pro«tssing Model both as a management tool and as a way to utilize research

-New Theories of Reading What Du They Tell Us", by Joanna Williams,

Teachers College Record, May, 1974, Vol. 75



n reaCing and how. to develop working comprehensive, integrated, sequential
programs at tie sLi_ool based level. To the critics of this approach and to our
many other detractors, all we would like to say is, please look at the current

research in reading and our data and observe the behavior of pupils in such a
program oblectively: and, if ;ou are professional in your beliefs, you will ha .te
to shift from tie more traditional artistic "creative approach to a more empiri-
cally based model, if you are really ;nterested in .ielpin2 pumls t,-) read rather

than continue to eng,age in valueless polemics based upon 'I trunk and I feel .



Administrative Attitudes and Behaviors

It appear that idministrati.( attitudes and behaviors towards change, at the
school based level are ambivalent at best. if change interferes to much with the

pragmatic function of the prim ipal or the teachers, a subtle resistance to the

change process automatically occurs. This group phenomenon may be explained

by some recent research that su4gests that people may be "programmed" by our
c() oehave in ways that cancel out their uniqueness and reduce their effect-

ive,-4--s-; in ,.:t.oups. People inculcated with such behavioral incompetence will tend

_ r 6 L-91. ( C.;:abeq-at-ntly-,

the internal actis-ities of schools towards educational innovations will become de-

fensive. This defensive posture can be either overt or covert and will create

conditions of organizational entropy,' '::hereby the school organization will tend

to produce valid information for the unimportant problems and invalid informa-

tion for the important issues. This type of attitudinal condition in the schools

-_:auses educationai innovations to deteriorate, even if the data and political, eco-

nomic or social forces are in favor of change. This phenomenon of resistance is

so covert and subtle that it is difficult to combat or overcome and is the major

cause of W N; there can be no sustai led change in curriculum or product outcomes

at the school based level. Until ar:ministrators and teachers really want change

to occur there can be no 'sustained change in our schools no matter how viable

the change nodel might be.

This then sht,u1r1 be one of the n aior ( one erns of the top level policy administra-

tors_ H' to bring about n,eaningful ( hangs and then how +o sustain change

it has oc cur-d. After OE s ten ears of organiz, renovation in urban centers,

it is difficult to dog urnent areas of 'sustained (4-ant, . after initial change

in curric ulun.s have been suct essful.

Entropy/Social The dot trine that with every social change the energy available
for further progress is less, so that in the end every society becon.es static.

6



This remains an unresolved educational administrative problem. It may be a

ma 'or variable in why we have been unable to solve the educational failure rate

of urban students. The Title III - 30o Staff and its director have experienced, in

depth, all the phenomena delineated in the educational change research literature.
The fate of the Title III - 306 Project has followed pretty much the same course
as has most other Office-of-Education sponsored praiects directed towards
change at the school based level. It is about to disappear, in spite of the fact
that the data indicate teat the program works much better for urban pupils than
do n re traditional educational models. We would like to finish this analysis
with a question 1Vhy develop chant.,e models at all, if they are not to be sustained,
after it is dernonstra'ed that they work?

Teachers as Change Agents

Until we are able to organize an 'on-the-job system of training for all classroom
teacher:, that is based upon a management -by- objectives approach for organizing

the learning process, the skills development of students and the use and applica-
tion of the current research findings related to language and reading, change it-,

any real form will be most difficult to obtain and even more difficult to sustain.

Let me hasten to pain_ out, however, that the inability of the teacher to become a
"change agent is not the teacher's fault. She is a product and victim of both cur-

rent and past teacher training systems. These same teacher traioing systems,
when lin=ced with the current traditional eci-,;cational models, result in a system

which is self sustaining. The youn.: teacher really is not trained or equipped to

oe a change agent '1y tn present teacher training systems, nor is she assisted in
aecoming a cha: ge agert 1..-hen she n.aves into the 'traditional educational model.'

used oy url,an sc hauls. In fac t, almost every variable in the present environment

in or schools mediates against c han. The teacher is reqponsibie, in a sense,
for n.aintaining this model and any attn.3-v.av an oe.tside agent the *-eitle III -.44.

Nldell to bring a'iout < ange acts as .-...._;:reat to her, to the administrators and

the ancillary personnel in the schools. Many teachers, however, rhetorically
request c'-ang when they see how difficult it is to help most students that they are
respons:_ale for. Even this body iers find ( hange difficult when the
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opportunity is presented to them. The reason for their difficulty, even when they

seen. motivated to , is a crucial human factor-,ubtle resistance to both
cnange and tae need for a high level of energy outp it required to bring change about

and to sustain change when it occurs. Changing teacher s habits is a most diffi-

ult process, as is most human change.

T to analysis of tae change agent role' is stated here for teachers, because the
teacner is tae key to the entire change process, if we are to change the direction

failure in urban schools. However, it is almost an axiom: if principals and
city-m.ide ni.er administrative levels are not fully committed to the change pro-

,--s5 tit-r can be no real clange in the educational process at the school based

level. Therefore, any program which attempts to train teachers as agents of

change nas to nave the leverage and the n.eaningful support of all administrators,
or no meanittgful sustained change can be accomplished, no matter how much

government ntoney we spend. Money is only part of the equation. We have analyzed

and synthesized in tne Title III - 30,, Nlodel t-ie basic heeds of pupils and a system

for obtainiro.: and sustaininz change at the classroom level,but what is most needed

at this time is n-t oniv teacncr education, but education of the upper levels of
inistration ahout Ile clan process and its structure for problem solving.

Teachers are t.-ritical and they are at the cutting edge, but even if we could change

teacr-; r.-.ore effective problen. solvers, witnout the leverage that really

supports at tne hignr level (f edutation, -sustained change"' can not occur.

Para-Professionals - (Teacner-Aides

Ti:le III - k xtc n3 ive and intensive use of para-profes-

sionals. e used a concept the trainin-4 of teaener-aides, ..hich from our stand-

point ..vor'--ed very s ell, in spite of our many c ritics and detractors, We attempted

to train aides on-the- , itn-. a short three-day work shop, were
tin e 1,err: iteri, and then c troinued this trainin4 on-te-lob-. In the Title III - 306

Model the aides are ret-:ponsibl for the Visual Votor Perceptual Training (see

Appendix Al. We found that if you art son.e:me to learn something new and differ-

ent, the oest -Na,- seen s tri 1) to It t tin do it and also teach by t( Hine at the same
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time. With very few exceptions, the teacher-aides not only made the match
required of the tas;-s related to teaching motoric and perceptual process skills
to voting children, but they often excelled at it. It has been most rewarding to
the Project Director to see adults with no previous instructional experience in

schools become skilled educational technicians in assisting children to learn
critical readiness skills. In fact, we are only beginning to understand how much

teacner-aides can assist us in education and in the building of basic skills pro-
cesses of students. It also appears to us that the basic experiences and back-
grounds of the aides has added immeasurabh. to their learning the role of educa-
tional facilitator. We nave also found that teacher-aides, in many instances, are
-xtremel: sen-5ilive to the Kinds of basic changes that are needed in the educational
process. This area of knowledge and insight should be sought from the more

nowledgeable teacher-aides and where the feedback information applies, in the

educational curriculum, the suggestions and advice should be pursued. To those
wno are critical cf such insights, let them keep in mind that many of our current
teacher-aides are products of the Newark School System and they, above all,
should know where tne mismatch between wheat they needed to know in the way of

basic skills, and what tiev received in the educational process, were not met.
Many aides have discussed this aspect of the educational process with the Project
Director. When histories of individuals are obtained randomly in reference to
what is n issing in their educational experiences vs. what they should have been
taught, it can act. as an empirical base for Cnange.

in closing, n a'e a st,rong plea for a mo-_-e extensive use of teacher-aides up

artd including tie third grIcle level, and that teacher-aides be trained as educa-
tional hasic.- s--itls facilitators in all areas of the curriculum. If this is done, the
teacher as tie professional, can become the manager (.f the entire educational
process and 'le diagnostic -prt scriptive professional edItcator tnat she should be,
hut cannot find tir.e to he, in the n.ore traditional model which requires her to be

all things to all st :dents.
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RECO""ENDATIONS

Altnough the reLon-.mendations that follow this brief statement may appear to be

obvious and self evident to many who read them, putting them into operation is a

difficult and challenging task Risk taking is not the forte of the matority of those
engaged in educational endeavors. To carry out successfully all the attached
recon.n(endations would require a body of trained and dedicated administrators,

teachers and ancillar ?ersonnel equipped with the spirit of change. What is

needed is leadership which is willing to risk to develop t le energy system required

to inaugurate and sustain change by de.-eloping a professional climate that rewards

tie rises to --rs who have the ;,nwledge and willingness to innovate and to support

such professionals when the "fire fights to resistance develop. It is to such

lader.4nip that the attached rec(nrmendations are addressed.

The attached recommendations can all be inaugurated. The e(ucational technology

and syster.:s for teacher trainin, in such technology are available! To any admin-
istrator wno wishes to explore: the implementat:on of these rec rnmendations and

.vno is willing to rises initiatin2 change in his school, the project director of the

progran is mort than willing to assist hin "n establishing this model and all the

attached recon mndations for use in his school.

Tie ata( led re( on-,mendations are also the next level of integration and growth
of the Information Processing Model and the systems science concept as outlined

in this report. It is professionall. inf ,rtunate that we cannot continue to add the

learning (enters sys.,en. for ea, 1 llassroon. and the process of individualized -

prescriptive edication (asd on instructional ectivs, mastery learning, all
r:,anized around the needs of the individual learners, manaized by each classroom
teacher trainee' in these tee hniques. To the administrators who have read this

report to is level, ( an only say that, if you are pr,fessionally interested in

children, some, if not all, of the solutions to urban failure are buric . i the

results t...nich fort., -coming frn, the implementation of the attached

recomn.enda,ions, if te,, inplemented system ati( ally by motivated and

interested brofe :sionals. If t.s pro (( t at ted in any way to motivate adrr-inistra-

tors to tin, along Ile pa ran t ter- outlined in the attar ed rec ommendations, Olen

son.e value has Jeen attained fron the ...or ing pro, ess of trei3.-.121.*(man,.



RECON1N1E'DATIONS

We recommend tnat, starting wits' pre-school, all learning processes relat-
ing to language deve!opn-Lent, reading and arithmetic be organized on the basis

of a systems approach, utilizing a management -by- objectives technique.

Within the above recommendation, it iL strongly recommended that a taxonomy
of critical language, reading and arithmetic skills be organized for each level
of elementary education, starting with pre-school. (See Carol, Bloom, Mer-
ril, Cohen, Gagne., et al.)

It is also imperative that a permanent "skills inventory" record be established
for each pupil entering the educational process. This skills profile is to be a
permanent record.

In order to establish a record it will he necessary to pre-assess every in-
corning pupil to establish what -skills-he has and what ''skills'' require devel-
opment in the areas of language, reading (decoding, sight words, vocabulary,
comprehension, etc. ), and arithmetic. This assessment should also include
pre-natal, pari-natal, and post natal history, medical profile and childhood
diseases accidents and other traumas, if any. All data is to be used to
(level.? the proper diagnostic-prescriptive educational program for every
child in tae first four grades of elementary education.

2. All learning envronments in elementary schools should be organized on the
basis of a diagnostic-prescriptive pr cess using the taxonomy of skills,
instrttcti ..jai ob-ectives, pre-post criterion testinL organized around either
individual ,Jr :Eroup learning pattrns of the pupils.

3 All instriction snould be based on the diagnostif skills needs of the pupils in
the three areas of the curriculum language, reading and arithmetic taxonomies.

4. Each classroom learninu enviror.nlent should be organized to efficiently utilize
a learning centers technoloLly, in c ()mum Lion with skills taxonomy, coded

to instructional ob.ectives, pr -post c riterion tests, student skills profiles
and diagnostic -press riptive instrut Lion fat ilitated by tie teacher.
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In order to assure that the preceding recommended technology works for
children, teachers must be encouraed to Leep detailed performance records
of each pupil's strengths and weaknesses in the skills areas.

Criterion performance test results should be consistantly reviewed so that
the teacher, as the educational facilitator, can know exactly where pupils

under her direction stand in relation to the mastery of all skills needs as
diagnosed for each child.

A process report for each learning environment should be required of each

teacher facilitator Circe times a year, i. e. , November, March and June.

This report would define in c riterion terms what percentage of their pupils

were n-eeting the criteria set for all elementary levels, including pre-school.

The criterion percentage of skills attained for each level would be determined

empiric7:11- after the system was established. To start, we would expect

children to .:.ttain 89- criterion level.

In con unction with the above process evaluation system, it will a o be neces-
sary to develop an in:mediate n.ethod for organizing process evaluation for
each school, so that those learning environments which are not meeting the

criteria in any school will re«-ive immediate assistance from the principal,
supervisors, helping _a ers and tier ancillary personnel.

lc). In order to facilitate the .a,»..t recommendations, an extended teacher train-
trig prc. zram should e ,rganized around the system science concepts: manage-
n-.ent by ob:ectives, dia2nostic -prescriptive teaching, learning centers, skills
taxnon.ies, criterion tstin12, puoil record Keeping relative to skills profiles,
mat- rials an-1. media techrology, problen-: solving and mastery learning vs

normative learning pattr.rns. 'See }doom, Block, Carroll, Gagen', and Cohen. )

11. To assure an efficient and cost-effective establishment of the abo:, technology,
it is recommended that suc I a program be started with ten 110) schools each

year. In order to LOP ',at the soothsayer who will atten-pt to fiay this model

by saying its to much or it cannot be done'', V e offer the fc [lowing

well organized systems and technology which can be adapted and user!
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immediately. The worl has already been dune by other st hut,' distri( ts.
Why recreate the wheel')

Wisconsin Design

Power Reading

Croft Program
High Intensity Learning Centers

Reading - Arithmetic

Prentice Hall Teac.-+er

Competency Development System by James Popham and Eva L. Baker
Curriculum Evaluation

CSE Monograph Series in Evaluation Center fur Study of Evaluation,

University of Los Angeles, California

Educational Testing Center - Princeton

12. In order to solve the reading and learning problems of th s city, the nature
and c-on.plexity ,r the reading process muse be better understood by the pro-
fessional staff. At present, the search for the magic reading method, the
numbers an e, i. e. , GE scores and a myopic refusal by large numbers
inot alli of teachers and administrators to define the problem, and the urgent
need for ne-.*. learning environments and educational technologies which better

fit the needs of the pupil population, continues to delay the reduction of learn-

ing and reading failure that no,.. experience. Without such a 'shift in
attitude , the problem cannot !)c.

13. r -,i-r( a ..-er,;;;;-,ent need fur more direct supervision of the teaching-

learnin.z pro, ess 5y professional educators and specialists ..ho are not inti-
n-.idated confrontatior., act as change agents and actively
sear( -1 for a solution to the reading and learning problems in the schools,

no' ust go through t-ie rI osions.

14. If Sri( h persons, as 4,,,2,_<,ed an be found and persuaded to a t as

fa(111-1.1ors as -.ell suptI sors, a:I(1 not ust n-laintairiers of the

status (..11. and 'or ,f tradcional 1.di(ation techniques, v. t ha n realk

;



begin to find solutions to the problem. It is also imperative that all admin-

istrators, from the building principal to the superintendent, organize their
support and direction to enhance, as their top priority, all educational process
technology, personnel and training in the solving of the educational process

learning problems. To do this they must develop and support a professional

climate which will assure the successful implementation of a systems approach,
using a management by objectives technique, coupled to a taxonomy of basic

skills, and to re-educate and train the entire school system in such a techno-
logy. This is a formidable undertaking, but it can be done. It requires

optimism, energy, knowledge; administrative, teacher p parent and commun-
ity support, and sufficient leverage when needed, to see that 80 percent of the

goals and objectives are attained. When these goals are not attained, we

should know why and have the courage to correct whatever variable is inter-

fering in the attainment of these process goals. This will mean that children's

interests will come first, everything else is secondary!

tt
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APPENDIX A

THE BASIS OF THE TITLE III - 306

E,'ucational Theory, Prescriptive Strategies and Programs

The protects' instructional strategies and educational prescriptions are based on
research in the following areas and in the manor works of Piaget, Bruner, Hunt
Mac V, Hebb, Luria, Vigotsky and Nlyklebust, et al. These researchers have
made several important contributions to knowledge from which we have attempted
to develop our procedures and methods. Chief among these assumptions are-

(a) The nervous system develops in a given hierarchy.

(b) Certain senses and combinations of senses are relied upon more heavily
tnan others at different deeloprnental stages.

(c) Integration is the synthesis of elemental y sensations which occur
repeatedly.

id) The appearance of complex adaptive functions depend, to a great extent,
upon the gradual development of integration between sensory systems

this a malor assumption undergirding the Title III Project).

(e) During the early stages of development, the sensory and motor bzsis for
learning is v;iiv important. This system acts as the foundation for the

later stages of dexelopment of the nigher mental functions.
ifi Pia,et believes that cogn:tive growth is dependent upon the continued

formation of new, signer order, intercoordinated "sensori-motor"
,Stcrr,s.

Piaget also ')elle...es 'hat tile development of these intercoordir.ated

systems is nc essary to the development of intelligence and that any
disintegration in :ntersel sory coordination will interfere with the normal
development of intelligence.

ih( Hunt states tha! the inill\idual interac tion with the environment

affects the quality and --,tvle ',f his informational processing.
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(i) Bruner describes cognitive growth as the gradual development of repre-
sentational systems which are useful for dealing with the environment.
This development passes through three stages: an action pattern repre-
sentation; an iconic or imagery system and a symbol or language system.

In order to achieve a learning objective a child must first master certain basic
skills and concepts. Many educators assume that such skills have been acquired

by th -! child prior to his entr once into kindergarten or the first grade. This is

not necessarily so. The above theory and research completed by the above in-

vestigators suggest that most children will learn these prerequisite skills only if
they are augnt to them in a systematic and sequential fashion. The Title III

Educational Prescriptive Strategies and Programs is designed to do just that in a

systematic way.

PAGE. (S) 7(0
FROM 7-7

.1.
.

A Readiness for Learning Curriculum Using a
"Systems Approach".
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TITLE III - 306 PROGRAM

INFORMATION PROCESSING MODEL

Program Materials List
By Sub-Systems

The following is a list of materials used in conduction with the Information Proces-

sing Model which is used as the basis of a curriculum to develop readiness for

learning in children from pre-school through the third grade.

A major and very important concept which undergirds the entire Information
Processing Model is that all curriculum interve,itions, which are diagnostic-pre-
scriptive in nature, are conducted in parallel. The program never deals with

only one channel. Nor do we use only one kind of prescriptive material. All five

sensory inputs or decoding channels are programmed in parallel. (see atcached

Model. ) All materials are orgarized in a sequential manner, and the curriculum
for each area of the model advances from the simple to the complex. This is ac-

complished by analyzing the materials and organizing them in a hierarchial pro-

cess, based on the tasks that the material demands of the pupil and the readiness

skills the curriculum is designed to develop. By this educational process, we have
been able to get much greater impact from the educational packages and materials

that we use than if we used only one training material or package at a time. The

materials tend to overlap. In this process, what one author of a particular mat-

erial has left out, another author has included. In addition, we are also able to get

a variety of materials with different formats and sequences which tend to train or

teach the pupil the same basic skills without inducing boredom. We use this man-

agement concept for all areas of the model.

The major objective and goal of the Information Procer 3ing Model is t) develop

the decoding shills of children, using process model we have been attempting to

develop a task oriented curriculum, which will eventually be organized around a

series of specific instructional objectives which will assure that every pupil ex-

posed to the diagnostic-prescriptive curriculum designed into the model, will
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attain mastery of all the basic skills necessary to process information at a crit-
erion of 8O" on those skills necessary to survive in school.

The Informational Processing Model also acts as a management system and as an
organized and systematic way of delivering the instructional services to the indi-
vidual classroom.

Within this analysis-synthesis model we are also able to develop more efficient
ways to organize learning environments, by controlling the conditions of 1.:.rning

in terms of time-space variables, better us_e of support personnel, the develop-
ment of small group instruction and more efficient use of building space. The
Information Processing Model permits the organization of a data base for decision

making. A c urriculum based on the diagnostic-prescriptive approach using small
group instruction for children with similar diagnostic needs. The entire model is
based on teaching basic skills which lie just behind the reading process. There
is no direct linear relationship between many "readiness for learning skills"and
the act of reading; but there is considerable evidence available in the educational
literature which suggest that,if a child is sufficiently delayed in developing the

major decoding skills necessary for efficient information processing, he will not
be an efficient learner or an adequate reader. The entire Informational Process-
ing Model is an attempt to develop a diagnostic-prescriptive curriculum which
will enable us to deal with the basic skills needed of children, based on 2mpirical
data, developed -a.t the educational process level. Further, the model is a scienti-
fic process based on data and systen-s science, des gned to develop the necessary
technology to unlock the complexities of carly education.

Therefore, the materials which are organized below will not be effectively used

individually outside the Informational Processing Model or by using them as edu-

cational band aids. The materials are organized to he used within the conceA of

a 'systems approach
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Information Processing Model

Readiness for Learning

A Material List for each Micro System (Sub-System)

Gress Motor Process: Movigenics Curriculum:

Descrip ion of Item Number Needed Supplier

Large Cyrn Mats 4 J. L. Hammett Co.
2393 Vaux Hall Rd.
Union, N. J. 07083

Standing Unbreakable Mirrors 4 J. L. Hammett Co.

Walking Rail 6

Harmon Jump Ropes 2

Harmon Walking Rail 2

Balance Board 21 x 21- 4

Bean Bags No. 22Q 24 Developmental Learning
Materials, 7440 Natchez Ave.
Miles, Illinois 60648

Medium Sz. Rubber Balls =10 2

Hand Drum No. 213-K 10 D. L. M.

Jump Ropes 6 J. L. Hammett Co.

Metronome 10

Basis of the curriculum used in the Movigenics Curriculum is a modified Barsch

Curriculum. Order the following volumes.

Achieving Perceptual Motor 1 Special Child Publications
Efficiency Vol. =1 by Ray H. Barsch 4535 Union Bay North East

Seattle, Washington, D.C.

Q8105

Enriching Perception and Cognition 1

Techniques for Teachers Vol. =2
by Ray H. Barsch (Must)
Slow Learner in the Classroom by 1

Newell C. Kephart (Re%ised)



Pre-School & Kindergarten Program:

Visual Motor Perceptual Intervention Materials:

.scription of Item Number Needed

Room Divider Screens

Winter Haven Materials 1 bx.
Includes materials for 30 pupils,
1 teacher manual

Frostig Program for the Develop- 1 bx.
ment Visual Perception
Includes waterials for 30 pupils
1 teacher guide - extra copies for
each room.

Fros'ig Test of Visual Motor
Integration

Continental Press
Visual Motor Skills Level *I
Visual Discrimination Level =1
Visual Motor Skills Level =2
Visual Motor Skills Level *2

Developmental Learning Materials
Job Puzzles (set of 8) =100
People Puzzles (Caucasian) =101
(Set of 8)
Animal Puzzles (set of 72) =102
Multi-Ethnic Children =188 (set of b)
People Puzzles (Black) :set of 8) *189

Supplier

J. L. Hammett Co.

Winter Haven Loins
P.O. Box Ill
Winter Haven, Florida
Follett Publishing Co.
1010 West Washington Blvd.
Chicago, Ill. 60607

25 Follett Publishing Co.

5

5

5

5

Continental Press
Elizabethtown, Pa. 17022

D. L. M.
7440 Natchez Avenue
Miles, Illinois 60648

Visual Motor Perceptual Intervention: Development of Fine Motor Skills:

Letter Form Board Complete 1

=1 -27155

Color Cued Control Paper

Colored Inch Cubes =110

Colored Inch Cubes =111
Design (box of 34)

2 bx.
per room

10 bx.

10 bx.

Colored Inch Cube =112 10 bx.
Designs in Perspective
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Houghton & Mifflin Co.
Pennington-Hopewell Rd.
Hopewell, N.J. 08525

D. L. M.
7440 Natchez Avenue
Miles, Illinois 60648
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Pre-School & Kindergarten Program (Cont'd)

Visual Motor Perceptual Intervention: Development of Fine Motor Skills:

Description of Item Number Needed Supplier

Large Parquetry *113 5 bx.
(box of 32 blocks)

Large Parquetry Designs #114 5 bx.
(box of 22)

Small Parquetry #115 10 bx.
(set of 67 blocks)

Small Parquetry Designs *116 10 bx.
(set of 20)

Pegboards *128 10 bx.

Pegs (40 of 6 colors) *129 10 bx.

Pegboards Designs *150 5 bx.
(set of 198i

Tracing Paper *140
(250 sht.

Tracing Paper Design *141
(Sc' of 24)

Parquetry Paper *142 (pkg. of 10)

Dot :o Dot Pattern Sht. * 143
(400 skits. )

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

2 bx. D. L. M.

2 bx. D. L. M.

5 pkgs. D. L. M.

1 D. L. M.

Same or Different Design Cards 4 D. L. M.
i:)x. of 74) *212

Picture Lacing Boards 0203 6 bx. D. L. M.

Lacing Boards *133 6 bx. D. L. M.

Front Views-Body Concept 1 bx. D. L. M.

Spirit Masters I & H *187 1 bx. D. L. M.

Form Puzzles 4269 6 bx. D. L. M.

Size & Shape Puzzles #270 6 bx. D. L. M.

Dimensional Puzzles *271 6 bx. D. L. M.

Hand Drum *213 1 D. L. M.

Pre-Writing Design # 146 3 bx. D. L. M.
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Pre-School & Kindergarten Program (Cont'd)

Visual Mt-s,0 Perceptual Intervention: Development of Fine Motor Skills:

Description of Item Number Needed Supplier

Vinyl Lap & Writing Boards 4225 10 per D. L. M.

Dot to Dot Pattern Sht. i143 1 bx. D. L. M.

First and Second Grade Prc gram - uses many of the same materials, but with a
higher order level of educational process expectation and the criterions of mast-
ery are to be moved to a higher level based on the patterned needs of individual
learners or small group of learners with similar diagnostic learning needs. The
classroom teacher or para-professional supervise the systematic sequential use
of these materials.

First and Second Grade Program

Visual Motor Perceptual Intervention: Development of Fine Motor Skills:

Description of Item Number Needed Supplier

Job Puzzles *100 (set of 8) 5 D. L. M.

People Puzzles (Caucasian) *101 5 D. L. M.

Animal Puzzles *102 (set of 72) 5 D. L. M.

Multi-Ethnic Children Puzzles 5 D. L. M.
(set of 81 4188

Peor;ie Puzzles (Black) '-:89 5 a L. M.

Farm Puzzles *269 5 D. L. M.

The above puzzle groups should only be ordered foT first grade classrooms with
slow learners or children in the mainstream who display difficulties with iearning.
These puzzles are especially designed to develop learning readiness in children
who are experiencing developmental c:elays with the integration of sensory per-

ceptual information vital to classroom adaptation.
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First and Second Grade Program

Visual Motor Perceptual Intervention: Development of Fine Motor Skills:

Description of Item Number Needed Supplier

The following materials are part of the program for all first g:aue children.

Colored Inch Cubes =110

Colored Inch Cube Design 4111

Colored inch Cube Designs in
Perspective =1E2

Small

Small

Small

Small

Parquetry Shapes 4115

Parquetry Design I ft 116

Parquetry Design II =179

Parquetry Design III =180

Parquetry Paper =142
Pegboards =128

Pegboard Designs =150 (set of 198)

Tracing Paper =140

Tracing Paper Design =141

Dot to Dot Pattern Sht. =143

Color Cued Control Paper =108
(500 Shts. per bx)

Frostig Program for the Development
of Visual Perception

Frostig Test for Developmental
Test of Visual Perception

Advanced Frostig Program

Frostig Intermediate Pictures and
Patterns
Student Book =3635
Teacher Guide =3(3f,

82-150 Parquetry w /Pattern Cards
82-155 Additional Parquetry Prs.

10 bx.

10 bx.

10 bx.
(5)

D. L. M.

D.L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D.L. M.

D. L. M.

D.L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

D. L. M.

1 bx. (a Follett Publishing Co.
=3710 1010 West Washington Blvd.

Chicago, Ill.

1 copy per
cl. rm. in
plastic sht.

10
1

5 sets
10
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First and Second Grade Program (Cont'd)

Visual Motor Perceptual Intervention: Development of Fine Motor Skills:

Description of Item Number Needed

Frcstig Advanced Pictures
and Patterns

Student Book #3640
Teacher Guide 4 36 40

Transparent Acetate Overlays
100 in packages 4 3 1 5 3 - 2 5 3 2

Dubnoff Program #1 - Level I
21-110

Additional Sthdent Workbooks
21 115

21-120 Dubnoff Program # 1
Level #2

10
1

1

Complete

5

C omplete

21-125 Additional Student Workbooks 10

21-130 Dubnoff Program =1 Level =f3 1

21-135 Additional Student Workbooks

Easy Off Special Wax Crayons
Easy to wipe off for use with plastic
covering on cost effectiv..: materials.

20-210 Dubnoff School Program #2

20-21z Dubnoff 2 Pattern Cards
(set of 160)
20-217 Colored rubber bands 3 pkgs.
20-21r- Dubnoff 2 Pattern Board

1

Complete

4

10 pkgs.
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Follett Educational Co.
1010 Washington W. Blvd.
Chicago, Ill. 60607

Teaching Resources Corp.
100 Boylston Street
Boston, Mass.

Benny & Smith

Teaching Resources Corp.



Pre-School and Kindergarten Programs:

Auditory Perceptual Training Materials:

Description of Item Number Needed

Readiness for Learning Systems:

Talking with Mike
by Dr. Ruth Golden

Listen, Mark & Say
by Dr. Leo Gotkin

Trip to the Moon
by Dr. Leo Gotkin

1 set for five
cl. rm.

Developmental Learning Materials
Auditory Perception Training Systems

No. 197 Total Program Consisting
of 5 areas with 3 different but pro-
gressively more difficult levels of
learning. Consists of spirit masters
and cassettes for each system. There
is one box foi -'ach area:

Auditory
Auditory
Auditory
Auditory
Auditory

If emor y
Motor
Figure -Ground
Disc rimination
Imagery

Reading Readiness Systems:

Ears

1 per ea.
five cl. rm.

Extra Teacher Manuals
Extra Student Responses Sheets for cost
effectiveness put student responses sheets
in visual plasti-, face sheets

Space Talk
Extra Teacher Manuals fo: cost
effectiveness put student responses
sheets in visual plastic face sheets
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Supplier

Spoken Arts Co.
59 Locust Ave.
New York, N. Y.

Appleton Century

Appleton Century Croft
440 Park Ave., South
New York, N. Y. 10016

D. L. M.
7440 Natchez Ave.
Miles, Illinois 60648

Individualized Instruction
P.O. Box 25308 -
1901 Walnut
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
73125

Individualized Instruction



First and Second Grade Programs:

Auditory Perceptual Training Materials:

Description of Item

First Talking Alphabet
Level I
Level II

Number Needed Supplier

1

1

Note: Modify materials by putting
student responses cards in clear
plastic face sheets for cost effectiveness.
Auditory Reading Lab.

Level A 1

Level I - (Second Gd. 1

Note: Extra student response books
30 per rm. Modify materials by putting
student responses booklets in clear
plastic srieets.
Target Red
Use lap boards with student responses 1

sheets for cost effectiveness

Target Blue
Use lap boards with student responses 1

sheets for cost effectiveness.

Scott, Foreman & Co.
1900 E. Lake Avenue
Glenview, Ill. 60025

Educational Progrtas Corp.
8538 East 41st Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74141

Field Educational Publication
2400 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, Calif.

Pre-School, Kindergarten, First and Second Grade Program:

Language and Lognitive Training Materials

Distar Language S_ystern
Level I

Pre-School, Kindergarten &-
First Grades

Teacher Kit
Student Take Homes

1

30 per rm.
Level II

First Grade, Second & Third Grades 1

Teacher Kit
Student Take Homes
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Science Research Assoc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Ill. 60611
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Pre-School, Kindergarten, First and Second Grades Program:

Language and Cognitive Training Materials:

Description of Item Number Needed Supplier

Distar Language System
Level III

Third Grades - Low Fourth Grade
Teacher Kit
Student Take Homes

Attribute Games

Thinking Reasoning Problem
Solving Skills

1

1

A Reading System as a Decoding Process

Dis tar Reading Systei
Level I
Teacher Kit
Student Take Homes

Used in pre-school, first and slow
second grades

Distar Reading System
Level H
Teacher Kit
Student Take Homes

Used in advanced first and second
grades and slow third grade pupils.

Pre-School, T.Iindergarten and Second Grade Program:

Language and Cognitive Training Materials:

A Reading System as a Decoding Process

Distar Reading System
Level III
Teacher Materials
Student Materials

Used with advanced second & third grades
and slow fourth grade pupils.

Science Research Assoc.

Science Research Assoc.

Science F. search Assoc.

Science Research Assoc.

Each classroom is supplied with a series of trade books in order to develop a
paperback library of 150 to 250 title for each level starting with kindergarten.
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Pre-School, Kindergarten and Second Grade Program

Special Equipment Required to Make the Entire Program Operative-

Description of Item Number Needed Supplier

Cassette Player 1 n own supplier

Playback only, with adaptor built-in.
Important factor in cost.
Blank Cassettes 50

1/2 hr. - 15 min. each side
1 hr. - 30 min. each side
1 - Listening Center with 10
Jacks outlets
1 - 12 ft. extension cord

25
25

Individual Headsets one for each 10
pupil to complete listening center.

Material Center (Important)

Large Metal Storage Cabinet
serves as material center for
storage of all the visual motor
materials and auditory perceptual
materials and student response form.

1 per rm.
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APPENDIX B

MODEL FOR HIGH INTENSITY LEARNING SYSTEM - READING

By Dr. S. Alan Cohen

PROJECT TITLE: Cost Effective, Continuous Progress, IPI Reading Curriculum

for Grades
CRITICAL EDUCATIONAL NEED: Improve Reading Achievement and Permanently

Upgrade Reading Curriculum

BRIEF SUMMARY OF PROJECT: To implement a systems approach to reading

instruction. The project will implement a classroom management system

which allows one teacher and one aide to operate 150 different reading curri-

culums per day, 30 at a time, using over 40 different publisher's materials,
deploying these materials and the professional staff in the most humane and

efficient manner to produce dramatic gains in students' reading achievement.
The System makes available to each student 20 times the instructional re-

sources usually found in classrooms, and leads to measurable reading gains

at a cost-effective rate far better than any other known curriculum. The

System provides an inexpensive subsystem for training and implementation.

Unlike most publishers' products, the High Intensity Learning System - Read-

ing (HILS) is a curriculum, not a reading program. Within that behavioral

objectives, criterion assessment, IPI curriculum, a student at any level

learns whatever the diagnos t_ system finds he needs. He learns it at his

unique level and rate by whatever ''method" available on the commercial

market works for him.

The project is designed for three years' funding at $50.00 per student the
first year, $27.00 per student the second year, $20.00 per student the third

year and $16. 00 per student every year after. These figures assume 150

students per installation per year, and include permanent monthly modifica-
tions, upgrading andupdating of the system without outside consultants after

the sixth month.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Appendix A provides a detailed description of the High Intensity Learning System -

Reading by presenting excerpts from the Instructional Manager's Guide.

In a nutshell, the High Intensity Learning System is a classroom management
system built around six features:

1. Prescriptive - Teacher defines student's unique needs and prescribes
activities to meet those needs.

2. Motivating - Pupil gets immediate feedback to his response.
3. Individualized - A variety of materials are used that are designed speci-

fically to assist the teacher in personalizing content, rate and level for
each student.

4. Intensified - Its objective is accountability for student and teacher.

a. Both know what must be learned.

b. Both know methods and materials to use.

c. Both know what must be done to show mastery.

5. Definitive - The system is used in a reading center where High Intensity
Learning maximizes the amount of "reading period" time the student

spends on appropriate learning activities.
6. An "Open System" - The system is continuously being reviewed and

improved. It is not partial to any single program or publisher.

The instructional system is designed to increase actual clock time spent by each
pupil per class hour in participating in the prescribed learning activity. Research
reports that the average teacher receives only 30 - 40% of the pupil's attention
fixed on the learning task per class hour. That same research reports the obvious:
the single most important variable that best predicts reading achievement is the

actual amount of time the pupil spends learning to read and write. The more

time he spends all other factors being equal, the higher will be the achievement.

To get this involvement, High Intensity implements a systems approach to reading

instruction which delivers to a single classroom 55 different pieces of published

material from about 40 different companies, correlated into a behavioral objectives
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catalog and a teaching system that uses a diagnostic test and observation for each

behavioral objective. The test or observation generates a specific set of alterna-
tive prescriptions ;n the available resources to teach whatever behavior each
child needs to learn. A set of teacher management support materials allows one
teacher with one set of resources in one classroom to opera, ?. this program for

30 pupils per hour, up to five groups of 30 per day. Each child can learn to read

or improve his reading by whatever sequence or set of behaviors he finds most

successful.

The program uses self-directing, self-correcting, commercially available
materials no teachir.g machines, no basal readers or textbooks. All the resources

are non-expendable. The pedagogical system insures pupil involvement in two

ways First, it utilizes an intrinsic reward, immediate feedback method that
insures pupil success and insures pupil knowledge of success. Second, it uses

highly motivating, culturally relevant reading content. Thus, the program maxi-

mizes the most efficient use of human and material resources to get maximal
cost-effectiveness, and it reduces the depersonalizing effect of grades and other

external rewards used in the typical classroom. It eliminates also mass instruc-

tion in groups of 30 or more and eliminates so-called "homogenous" groups of

seven to ten. It totally individualizes instruction inexpensively and generates

measured reading achievement gains 150 to 300Tc above expectancy in urban dis-

advantaged populations.
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Evaluation Deign
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Board of Education
Office of the Superintendent of Schools
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Title III, Section 306
Special Prozrarns and Projects
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PRODUCT ASSESSMENT

Diagnostic assessment profiles will be provided for each child. These profiles

consist of assessments in each area of development stressed by the program:
motor development, perceptual development, and language/cognitive development.

The instruments chosen to analyze each aspect of the program are:

SKILL TEST

Gross Motor Development Purdue Perceptual Motor Survey

Perceptual Motor Development

Auditory Perception
Language/Cognitive Development

Reading Development

Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration

Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Illinois Test of Psycholonguis tic Abilities:

Auditory Vocal
Automatic Subtest

Auditory Vocal
Association Subtest

Metropolitan Achievement Test

General Intellectual Development Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test

Level 1 Form A
Non-Verbal Battery

Program Objectives: For each major content area, group performance criteria
or terminal objectives are summarized below:

AREA TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

1. Gross Motor Development 80Irc of the children will perform adequately
on 7 0 Tc of the items on the Purdue Perceptual
Motor Survey

2. Perceptual Motor Development c ''( of the children will show prepost test
gains on the Developmental Test of Visual-
Motor Integration (Berry)

3. Auditory PerePptiol. 701"( of the children will score 8 errors or
less on the Wepman Auditory Discrimination
Test
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AREA TERMINAL OBJECTIVE

4. Language/Cognitive Development 801rc of the children will show gains in
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, and
Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities
(2 subtests) - (1) Auditory Vocal Automatic
and (2) Auditory Vocal Association

5. Reading Development 701,1r of the children will show pre-post test
gains of one year for one year's instruction
in reading as measured by the MAT.

o. General Intellectual Development 80% of the children will show positive IQ
gains on the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence
Tes t

All of these measures were administered to similar populations during the previous
year and were judged appropriate for the level children involved. Pretest perfor-
mance will be measured for all the children in the experimental population to estab-
lish baseline data.

Procedure: Individual testing wiil be administered by a team of professionals
comprised of the classroom teacher and a group of experienced teachers with some

testing orientation such as the reading teacher, the helping teacher, and the Title I
teacher. A school psychologist will supervise the administration of the test. All

of the tests mentioned above with the exception of, the Development Test of Visual

Motor Integration, the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Test, and the Metropolitan
Achievement Test will be individually administered. The three remaining tests
will be administered to groups of ten to fifteen children at a time by the teachers.

Testing will take place at the end of kindergarten (pretest) and at the end of grade
ori, (postesti. In the future, using the previous year's post test as the next year's
pretest, evaluation will continue at the end of each succeeding year. Control groups
will not be selected for a number of reasons.

1. When one is reasonably sure that a new procedure is effective in producing

positive educational growth, it is of questionable ethics to deliberately
withdraw such a t-eatment from a specified population of children.
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Data Analysis: Scores will be analyzed by analysis of co-variance, the covariate
being the pretest score. Pretest scores will be independently analyzed by analysis

of va-iance techniques. Analysis will consider the variable of school, sex, ethnic-

ity and constraint. "Constraints' refer to results of a Likert scale scoring of
factors that reduce the effectiveness of a classroom. Each class will be rated

twice per year on factors that could interfere with program effectiveness (irritat-le
teacher, poor physical plant, disrupted school year). Hence. :::. number of three-

way analysis of variance will be administered for each variable. Correlations

will also be obtained among the variables. In addittp,-......Viwtli scores will be dis-

played by school, sex, ethnicity and constraint.

Pretest analysis will take place as soon as possible affrPreNing and will be sum-
marized in table form and submitted to the project director in January.

Post test analysis will take place immediately after post testing. These results

will be sumiarized in table form and presented along with an explanatory report

to the protect director. This report will be completed by the beginning of the fol-

lowing school year.

Sheets providing Scores of individual children on all of the measures which can
provide teachers with assessment profiles of the children in the rlass will be pro-

vided a month after pretesting so that such information can provide a basis for
formative evaluation of the children. Hence, the teachers and project personnel

can use the information to provide appropriate remedial assistance. Also the

teacher will have access to information t,, help himchoose learning materials
appropriate to the child's level in the various skill areas assessed.

Scores on all variables of the total E group will then be compared by t-test to

criterion data from the previous years' sample to determine if significant gains

were achieved in the experimental program.

OTHER ASSESSMENTS

Tae problems of assessing attitudinal factors are well known to both professional

educators and lay people who have worked closely with special school programs.
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The problem stems from educators' tendencies to avoid operational definitions
of their favorite ambiguities ("motivation to learn", "relevancy'', "good attitude",
etc. I. These ambiguous constructs have come to be known among systems special-
ists who are ju.. .ieginning to infiltrate the profession as "fuzzies". This evalua-

tion design will assess one class of fuzzies using the P Ratio described below under
'Process Assessment".

In addition to P Ratio, the evaluator will provide specific recommendations based

on a systems analysis of the classroom - specifically, the analysis or staff, student
and materials deployment, physical plant utilization, and cost effective analysis.
Part of the systems analysis will include a Discrepancy Analysis (DA). A DA pro-
vides an operational definition of specific goals sought compared to the actual

operations performed in the classrooms. If possible, the DA will be finished in
time for the interim report. The final report will include specific recommenda-
tions for program redesign Eased on this systems analysis.

PROCESS ASSESSMENT

Five different process assessments will be conducted, with consideration given
to (1) minimizing the interference of the assessment procedures with program

operation (2) maximizing the kinds of data needed to intervene to improve the

program as it presently exists (3) maximize the kinds of data needed to redesign
the program for the 1973 school year.

1. Schedule Check. An important aspect of the program treatment is inten-
sity, hence the use of a clly to day schedule designed to insure that the

children receive daily intensive instruction. At 10 different times per

school, Project Director staff will perform schedule checks. The ob-

server will observe for one minute, 10 minutes after the start up of the
scheduled ''experimental treatment" and 10 minutes before finish to see

if the schedule is bei ig followed. The one-minute observation is ample

time to answer yes /no: Are the students performing a task as indicated
by the schedule? Percentage of times on schedule for the total project
and by school will be determined.
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2. P Ratio: P Ratio is the percentage of clock time students are in fact
participating in prescribed learning activities. This classroom observ-

ation technique (see Cohen, "The Taxonomy of Instructional Treatments

In Reading: Its Uses and Its Implications As A Classroom Analysis

Scheme", The Journal of the Reading Specialist, Vol. II, No. I, October,
1974, pp. 5-23) objectively measures how much the learner is "with it"
which is an operational aspect of such fuzzies as "an effective teacher"

or "a motivated learner'', etc. Three cOfferent observers will do one P

Ratio of each classroom.

3. Systems Analysis: The evaluator will provide a DA report and a systems

operation analysis based on three on-site visitations by evaluation staff.

4. Constraint Analysis: Each classroom will be rated twice per year inde-
pendently by three project director staff members on a 6-point Likert
scale representing degree of constraint. A high constraint classroom
would be one with an irritable, uncooperating teacher, in a hostile nega-
tive school atmosphere in a poor physical plant, not following the schedule,

with a low P ratio. A low constraint classroom would, of course, be one

that appears to the observers to be operating well. Product data will be

analyzed by this process factor.

5. Progress Audit- A ten percent sample per school (about 55 subjects) will

be identified using a random selection technique. Twice per year (Feb-

ruary and April) a sample will be so selected, and the project psychologist
will select one progress chart in either visual motor, auditory or language,
and at least one progress chart in the Dis tar program, select the most
recently recorded evidence of mastery, and check that mastery. A tally
of the checks should show at least an 807C agreement with the teacher's

notation of mastery to conclude that no discrepancy between the audit

and the teacher's assessment exists.
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MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT

Evaluation of this program will also include looking at various management

practices in terms of the degree to which functions are being carried out by each
management component. Three areas will be evaluated: Program Management,
Classroom Management, and Parent Involvement.

Program Management will consist of ascertaining by means of records and class-
room inspections that necessary supplies and materials are ordered and distributed
in time; that adequate training of personnel in model components occurs and that
the non-classroom personnel (e. g. , psychologists, etc. ) are carrying out their
functions. Evidence will be gathered through records that are kept of project
activities and through teacher and teacher aide interviews.

Parent Involvement will be evaluated through interviews with a sample of parents

and the PAC chairman. Records of activities and meeting attendance will be kept.
Interviews will deal with attitude toward school and program, opportunity of in-

volvement in school and program activities, degree of decision making involve-
ment, knowledge of program's content and goals.
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APPENDIX D

Other Title III - 306 Products and Reports

Movigenics Curriculum

Visual Motor Perceptual Training Handbook - Specific Instructional

Objectives Coded To All Materials Used In The Title III - 306 Project

Evaluation Designs by:

Dr. Jack Victor - Kindergarten
Dr. S. Alan Cohen - First Grade
Dr. James E. Laffey - Second Grade

Interim and Final Reports by:

Dr. Jack Victor - Kindergarten
Dr. S. Alan Cohen - First Grade
Dr. James E. Laffey - Second Grade

Educational Accomplishment Auditors Reports for:

Kindergarten

First Grade
By King B. Nelson

The Institute of Development of Educational Auditing

Arlington, Virgin ia
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